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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

 

 

Why Can’t We Be Friends? Essays on Gridlock in American Legislatures 

 

 

by 

 

 

Travis James Baker 

Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Christopher N. Tausanovitch, Chair 

 

 

 My dissertation addresses the role that chief executives play in the unusually high levels 

of partisan conflict in today’s politics. It consists of three essays. The first essay investigates the 

polarizing effects of presidents when they prioritize an issue in Congress. Using roll-call vote 

data from 1971 to 2010, I find that presidents increase the level of partisan polarization in 

Congress when they prioritize an issue, beyond the influence of ideology and standard party 

effects. And this polarization grows larger as presidents place more emphasis on an issue. The 

second essay confirms that opposition parties can successfully damage a chief executive’s 

reelection chances, and improve their own, by withholding bipartisanship on the chief 

executive’s agenda. It uses three survey experiments to test the hypotheses, finding that 

opposition parties can damage a chief executive’s reelection vote share by as much as 20 

percentage points in ideal political contexts, but withholding bipartisanship has no effect in 

adverse political contexts. The final essay investigates how parties minimize potential backlash 

from voters for engaging in partisan conflict on presidents’ agendas. It develops a novel measure 
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of partisan message cohesion, using data from members’ floor speeches on CQ Key Votes in 

Congress from 2005 to 2012. The data show that parties tend to lower their message cohesion on 

presidential priorities. This may indicate that parties tailor their messaging to their districts to 

make up for their especially polarized votes on presidential priorities. The evidence also 

indicates that the measurement procedure can be easily and effectively employed to measure 

message cohesion in a variety of applications. Taken together, the essays of my dissertation show 

that a significant amount of the partisan conflict we see in today’s politics likely stems more 

from political maneuvering than sincere ideological disagreements.  
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Preface 

This dissertation came from an idea that occurred to me in a comparative politics course, 

Mike Thies’s course on institutions. Reading Cheibub’s Presidentialism, Parliamentarism, and 

Democracy I began wondering whether American opposition parties employed similar strategies 

as those in other presidential systems. Most importantly, I wondered whether they decide at the 

beginning of a new president’s term whether to cooperate or obstruct based on the set of policies 

he or she offers. Luckily I was taking Chris Tausanovitch’s course on Congress at the same time. 

Talking with him about my idea, he encouraged me to use the roll-call vote record to test it. Can 

we measure any polarizing effect of presidents beyond ideology and standard party effects? A 

mentoring relationship was born. The other two essays followed as natural questions from the 

first. If presidents increase partisan conflict, why does it happen? The answer was that it helps 

parties win votes. How do parties justify apparently nonideological votes on the president’s 

agenda? The answer was that they tailor their messaging to their districts. 

 Of course, the research process wasn’t nearly as straightforward and obvious as that. 

Along the way I began and abandoned seemingly countless other ideas that didn’t pan out. The 

patience my advisers had with me through these times astounded me. Each time a new project 

failed, I’d come back to Chris with another idea (after spending the appropriate mourning time) 

and he’d be ready to give his advice as if no failure had occurred. For that, and for so much else, 

I am immensely grateful to him. One particular time when Chris was especially helpful was 

when I designed the experiments of Chapter 2. Wanting to get a second version in the field as 

quickly as possible, I emailed Chris in the late afternoon with my first idea. He emailed me back 

shortly thereafter with constructive criticism. And when I replied to that remark in the early 
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evening, he replied back less than an hour later…and so on through the late evening and 

continuing the next day, too. Or when he invited me to his home to practice my job talk on a 

Sunday, the day before I flew out, so that I could get one more practice in. 

 The rest of my committee deserve gratitude no less. Tom Schwartz was a mentor from 

my first day at UCLA. I arrived with a dataset of state-level vetoes and overrides with some 

preliminary findings. In his course on rational choice theory we began discussing mechanisms 

for the findings, and that eventually led to our published paper. Anyone who knows Tom knows 

that we also discussed much more than rational choice theory. Those conversations led our 

mentoring relationship to quickly develop into a friendship. Jeff Lewis provided methodology 

advice, in class, in-between conference calls, in the hallway, and around campus. He also 

provided much needed encouragement at every turn. Tim Groeling welcomed me into the 

Communications Department, lent me his personal books on partisan messaging, and set me up 

with the Qualtrics license that I used to conduct the experiments of Chapter 2. He also provided 

continual, critical feedback and encouragement. 

 Of course, my family has always supported me through thick and thin. My parents 

encouraged me to follow my own path, even when it meant taking the more difficult one—one 

they knew would be more difficult despite my attempts to assure them otherwise. My 

grandparents did the same, and spent many long hours on the phone listening to my latest, 

sometimes harebrained ideas about politics. They never tired. Finally, my wife Rebecca bore the 

brunt of my graduate school ups and downs. She withstood my rollercoaster ride of success and 

failure with resilience beyond understanding, and continues to do so today. I love her with all 

that I have, and I’m so glad she’s my best friend.  
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Chapter 1 
 
 

Delayed Gratification: Party Competition for 

White House Control in the U.S. House of 

Representatives 

 
 

 

 Abstract. Americans expect the president to lead Congress, but Congress’s partisan 

divide typically widens on presidential priorities (Lee 2009). More often, presidents are reduced 

to leading their copartisans rather than Congress as a whole, but why? In this paper I argue that 

competition for White House control creates incentives for parties to disagree on presidents’ 

policy agendas, regardless of the contents of those agendas. I use an original dataset of members’ 

roll-call vote decisions on presidents’ agendas between 1971 and 2010 to show that partisan 

polarization is larger on presidents’ priorities and largest on their top priorities, above and 

beyond what we would expect from members’ ideologies and standard party effects. These 

findings persist over time and under a wide range of alternative model specifications, bringing us 

closer to understanding the partisan conflict so prevalent in today’s politics. 
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 Presidents frequently encounter staunch opposition on their policy priorities (Mann and 

Ornstein 2012), and the lack of opposition-party support often comes without a clear, 

ideologically-based explanation (Lee 2009). The 2013 debt ceiling crisis typifies the current state 

of affairs. With the country approaching default, President Obama asked Congress to increase 

the debt ceiling with no strings attached. Speaker Boehner (R-OH) and Republicans in Congress 

refused, stating they did “not support raising the debt ceiling without reducing government 

spending at the same time.”1 The stalemate eventually led to a government shutdown, even 

though Republicans voted to increase the debt ceiling seven times during President Bush’s 

tenure, not once with spending reductions attached.2 Congressional Republicans apparently 

trusted a copartisan president with a higher debt ceiling, but not an opposition-party president. 

For their part, Democrats also had little trust for an opposition-party president—Republicans 

passed those seven debt ceiling increases under President Bush with very little Democratic 

support. In fact, then-Senator Obama was one of the votes’ most vocal opponents.3 Clearly, 

raising the debt ceiling meant something different when the other party controlled the White 

House.  

Much previous research treats all legislative activity as ideological in nature and cannot 

explain Obama’s difficulty with the debt ceiling. But Frances Lee (2009) cogently makes the 

argument that a large amount of the disagreement in Congress derives not from genuine 

ideological differences between the parties but rather from parties’ efforts to discredit one 

another in order to gain an advantage in the next election. Presidential efforts to dampen this 

                                                 
1 The New York Times, 14 January 2013. 

 
2 These figures are from the White House Office of Management and Budget, available at http://www. 

whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2015/assets/hist07z3.xls. 

 
3 McClatchy DC, 25 July 2011. 
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partisan competition only make it worse, as party-line votes are much more likely to occur on 

presidential priorities (p.74-102). However, a major limitation of this study is that it treats the 

presidential effect uniformly across all legislation. It does not consider that the presidential effect 

varies in size, though it almost certainly does—not all presidential priorities receive equal 

treatment in Congress. This leaves open the question of when, and therefore why, the partisan 

divide in Congress is more or less likely to widen on presidential priorities. 

 This paper answers that question: the more importance the president places on a policy 

priority, the greater the partisan divide in Congress. The following evidence for this explanation 

provides further support for Lee’s argument, extends the argument to explain variation in the 

presidential effect, and also provides researchers with a new way to measure non-ideological (at 

least, not immediately ideological) partisan disagreement. First, I review previous studies of 

legislative decisionmaking in interbranch bargaining. Drawing from this literature, I argue that 

members judge a policy proposal according to whether it would increase their party’s chances of 

holding the presidency after the next election. To test the argument, I systematically investigate 

members’ probabilities of voting for the president’s position on roll-call votes between 1971 and 

2010, controlling for members’ ideal points on non-presidential votes (which approximate how 

members would behave if votes on presidential priorities were not presidential priorities). The 

data support the hypotheses. The partisan divide in Congress is consistently wider on presidential 

priorities. And the divide grows wider on issues that are more important to the president’s 

agenda, at least under divided government (when the president’s party and the House majority 

party are different). I conclude with a discussion of this study’s implications for our 

understanding of partisan disagreement. 
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Legislative Decisionmaking in Interbranch Bargaining 

 Previous research tends to agree that members of Congress make roll-call voting 

decisions based on a combination of policy preferences (Krehbiel 1998; Bertelli and Grose 2011) 

and party influence (Cox and McCubbins 2005, Snyder and Groseclose 2000; Minozzi and 

Volden 2013). However, presidents complicate the story. They alter the relationships between 

party membership, ideology, and roll-call voting when they impose their priorities on Congress 

(Beckmann 2010; Howell, Jackman, and Rogowski 2013; Cohen 2010; Canes-Wrone 2006, 

2001; Howell 2003; Bond and Fleisher 1990). In general, the partisan divide in Congress grows 

wider on presidential priorities (Edwards 2009; Lee 2009; Covington 1987). Lee (2009) uses 

party competition to explain this phenomenon. Presidents’ coattails affect their congressional 

copartisans’ chances of reelection. Successful presidents give their copartisans a better chance of 

winning reelection, so the president’s copartisans have an incentive to vote for his position on 

roll-call votes (to increase his success and increase their chances of reelection). Likewise, 

opposition-party members have an incentive to vote against the president’s position on roll-call 

votes (to decrease his success and decrease his copartisans’ chances of reelection). These 

incentives can explain why party-line votes are more likely to occur on presidential priorities (p. 

88-89). 

 However, this finding is particularly vulnerable to reverse causality. Presidential 

priorities are more likely to encounter party-line votes—might presidents simply take on issues 

that would have encountered party-line votes anyway? In other words, a correlation between 

presidential priorities and party-line votes does not necessarily imply that presidents made the 

votes split along party lines. Perhaps these votes would have split along party lines even if the 

president had not made the vote’s issue topic part of his agenda. In fact, most of the years Lee 
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analyzes saw presidents take on issues that were more likely to split along party lines, although 

the difference is not statistically significant (p. 84). A vote split cannot reveal whether partisan 

disagreement was ideological or non-ideological. To investigate that question, we need 

information about members’ policy preferences.4 

 Additionally, Lee’s argument implies that the degree by which party-line voting increases 

on presidential priorities (i.e. the presidential effect) is constant, but the partisan divide on 

presidential agendas varies. The prediction follows from the argument because the argument 

assumes that impeding the president’s agenda increases opposition-party members’ chances of 

reelection, and members always want to maximize their chances of reelection (Mayhew 1974). 

Thus, opposition-party members have a constant incentive to vote down bills on the president’s 

agenda. However, a cursory investigation reveals that there is substantial variation among 

presidential party-line votes. Some are strict, like when 98 percent of House Republicans voted 

against 93 percent of House Democrats on a September 23, 2010 Obama-supported small 

business jobs package. Others are less divided, like when 66 percent of House Democrats voted 

against 95 percent of House Republicans on a March 26, 1998 Clinton-opposed small business 

paperwork reduction bill. Assuming, as Lee’s argument does, that the presidential effect is 

constant, might this variation be entirely attributable to ideological differences between bills (i.e. 

some issues are more divisive than others)? Or might we find a better explanation if we assume 

that the presidential effect is not constant? 

 Indeed, parties competing for control of the presidency, rather than control of Congress, 

also creates a presidential effect, one that varies according to the amount of importance the 

president places on a priority. The logic works as follows. The presidency is the most valuable 

                                                 
4 Lee accounts for members’ policy preferences by controlling for bills’ issue topics. However, there can be 

considerable variation in a member’s preferences among bills of the same topic. 
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office a party can hold. For example, the presidency offers parties and their members substantial 

influence over Congress’s agenda (Mayhew 2011; Beckmann 2010; Cox and McCubbins 2005, 

106-123) and, through the veto, the ability to block any proposal that lacks a two-thirds majority 

of support (Groseclose and McCarty 2001; Cameron 2000). The presidency also provides parties 

with significant policy control beyond its influence in Congress (Lewis 2008; Howell 2003). 

Presidents can issue executive orders, make appointments to the Supreme Court, reorganize the 

bureaucracy, prepare the budget, and lead the nation’s foreign policy. The presidency is arguably 

more valuable to parties and their members than holding a majority in Congress—members 

secure consistently higher amounts of federal funds for their constituents when their party 

controls the presidency than when their party controls a majority in the chamber (Berry, Burden, 

and Howell 2010). Beyond direct policy influence, presidents benefit their parties with patronage 

(Hollibaugh, Horton, and Lewis 2014), fundraising (Doherty 2012; Jacobson, Kernell, and 

Lazarus 2004), and other forms of campaign assistance (Herrnson and Morris 2007). 

Members want the presidency and its immense power for their parties.5 I call this the 

presidential incentive. Members can impact their party’s chances of holding the presidency after 

the next election through their actions on his agenda. Depending on their party affiliation, their 

goal is to either improve or damage the president’s reelection chances (or those of his party’s 

nominee if he does not run) by helping or preventing him from passing his agenda.6 And if they 

lack a majority and cannot ensure passage or failure, at least they can ensure either full 

copartisan support or a lack of bipartisan support. Thus, on presidential priorities members 

                                                 
5 Of course, members discount the value of future payoffs from holding the presidency, but let us assume for now 

that members value future payoffs enough to change their course of action. 

 
6 To make this assumption I take my cue from election forecast models, which frequently treat the current 

president’s reelection probability and his party’s probability of retaining the office (if the incumbent president does 

not run) interchangeably (e.g. Abramowitz 2012; Erikson and Wlezien 2012; Lewis-Beck and Tien 2012). 
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demand greater policy concessions, employ agenda control when they can, and ultimately use 

their votes to affect outcomes. I focus on this last type of legislative activity as it is arguably the 

most visible to voters. The more successful the president is in policymaking, the more likely he 

or his party is to win reelection.7 Therefore, regardless of his proposal’s policy contents, the 

president’s copartisans have an incentive to vote for his position (and increase his success in 

policymaking and chances of reelection) and members of the opposition party have an incentive 

to vote against his position (and decrease his success in policymaking and chances of reelection). 

Hypothesis 1 (The Presidential Effect): Members from opposite parties are less likely to agree on 

a proposal when the president makes it a part of his agenda. 

The presidential incentive has limits, and members must make tradeoffs when making 

decisions on presidential roll-call votes. For example, assume there is divided government. 

Consider a bill that both parties support, but the president decides to add the bill’s issue topic to 

his agenda. The members of the opposition party now face a tradeoff—pass the bill they support 

but give the president a victory, or vote down the bill they support and prevent the president from 

winning. When evaluating the strength of the presidential incentive, members consider how 

much they can impact the president’s reelection probability. In general, members can impact the 

president’s reelection probability by a greater margin on votes that are more important to the 

president’s agenda. For example, if the president devoted more of his State of the Union speech 

to a vote’s issue topic, the electorate can more easily tie the outcome of the vote to their 

evaluation of the president’s performance. This means that members, through their vote 

                                                 
7 For example, there is evidence that presidents with little policymaking success face weaker reelection prospects. 

Policymaking gridlock tends to lower public trust in government (King 1997), and reduced public trust usually 

damages the president’s reelection chances (Hetherington 1999, 1998). In fact, Congress can lower presidents’ 

approval ratings (which approximate their reelection probabilities) simply by investigating allegations of executive 

branch misconduct, regardless of whether misconduct is actually found (Kriner and Schickler 2014). 
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decisions, can have a greater impact on the president’s reelection probability. Hypothesis 2 

(Agenda Importance): Members from opposite parties are less likely to agree on a presidential 

priority when they expect their vote decisions will have a larger impact on the president’s 

reelection probability. 

Data and Methods 

To test the theory, we need a dependent variable, one that measures members’ 

probabilities of voting for presidential priorities while controlling for the voting strategy they 

would otherwise take if the proposals were not on the president’s agenda. NOMINATE scores 

can be used to calculate members’ probabilities of voting for proposals (Poole and Rosenthal 

2007), and they can also be used to measure the influences on members’ voting behavior, like 

parties and the president. For example, Snyder and Groseclose (2000) used NOMINATE to 

measure party influence on roll-call votes. The authors argue that if parties influence members’ 

decisions on a set of roll-call votes, then including those votes when running NOMINATE 

produces ideal points that reflect party influence in addition to members’ ideologies. In other 

words, standard NOMINATE ideal points do not reflect members’ ideologies alone—the ideal 

points are contaminated. Assuming parties do not influence lopsided roll-call votes (because the 

outcome is already known and influence would waste party resources), running NOMINATE on 

lopsided roll-call votes alone produces ideal points free of party-influence contamination. The 

degree of party influence on each close vote can then be estimated by running a regression that 

predicts members’ yes-no decisions on the vote with their uncontaminated NOMINATE scores 

and a dummy variable for their party affiliation (Democratic or Republican). According to the 

authors, a significant coefficient on the party affiliation variable indicates party influence 

occurred on that vote (p. 195-196). 
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To calculate this study’s dependent variable, I borrow from Snyder and Groseclose but 

depart from their method in several important ways. First, I assume that there are two potential 

sources of ideal point contamination: party influence and presidential influence. Votes on 

presidential priorities are contaminated by the presidential incentive and provide a biased picture 

of members’ voting behavior. Thus, I estimate members’ ideal points by running NOMINATE 

on lopsided, non-presidential roll-call votes.8 Similar to Lee (2009), if the president mentioned 

the vote’s issue topic in his most recent State of the Union speech, I consider that vote to be 

related to the president’s agenda and a “presidential” vote.9 The ideal points I calculated with this 

procedure correlate with standard W-NOMINATE scores at .93.10 Second, the dependent 

variable in the regressions is whether a member voted for the position of the president’s party 

leader instead of whether the member voted for or against the proposal.11 The party leader’s vote 

serves as a proxy for how the president would have voted. Finally, instead of a dummy variable 

for nominal party affiliation, I include a dummy variable for whether the member is in the 

opposition party. This provides an expected direction for the variable’s coefficient—my 

argument expects that opposition-party members should be less likely than presidential-party 

members to vote for the president’s position, so the coefficient on the opposition-party dummy 

variable should be negative for each vote. Thus, the regression equation I use to estimate the 

presidential effect is, for member i on vote v in Congress t: 

                                                 
8 Following Snyder and Groseclose (2000), I treat roll-call votes as lopsided if the vote split is greater than 65 

percent to 35 percent. However, if one party controls at least 62 percent of House seats, the threshold increases to 70 

percent-30 percent. To run NOMINATE, I use the wnominate package for R developed by Poole et al. (2011). 

 
9 To code a vote as “presidential” I first read Poole and Rosenthal’s summary of it, available at voteview.com. Then, 

I searched its corresponding State of the Union speech to match it with a presidential priority. A detailed description 

of the process is in the appendix. 

 
10 Further correlations with standard NOMINATE scores are in the appendix. 

 
11 The president’s party leader is the highest ranking, non-Speaker member of the president’s party. 
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      𝑃𝑟(𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡)𝑖𝑣𝑡 = 𝛼𝑣𝑡 + 𝛽𝑣𝑡(𝑁𝑂𝑀𝐼𝑁𝐴𝑇𝐸𝑖𝑡) + 𝛾𝑣𝑡(𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡) + 𝜀𝑖𝑣𝑡      (1) 

The γ coefficient can be interpreted as the difference between an opposition-party member and a 

presidential-party member with the same ideal point in their probabilities of voting for the 

president’s position. The online appendix to this paper includes parties’ distributions of 

NOMINATE scores on lopsided, non-presidential roll-call votes by Congress, and the persistent 

overlap among the parties’ ideal points, even in recent Congresses, reveals that many members 

from opposing parties share the same ideal point. The γ coefficients, one for each presidential 

roll-call vote, are this study’s dependent variable.12 I call them presidential factors. 

It is important to note several limitations of this procedure. One is that the coefficient 

measures the difference between the level of presidential pressure in the opposition party and the 

level of presidential pressure in the presidential party. For example, if opposition-party members 

were pressured so that they were five percent more probable to vote against the president’s 

position and presidential-party members were pressured so that they were five percent more 

probable to vote in favor of the president’s position, the vote’s presidential factor would be -.10. 

Only looking at the factor, we cannot tell how much pressure happened in which party, only that 

the difference between the two was -.10. A difference of zero does not necessarily mean that 

there was no presidential pressure. For example, if equal pressure to vote for the bill occurred in 

both parties the difference would be zero. And if equal pressure to vote against the bill occurred 

in both parties, the difference would also be zero (Snyder and Groseclose 2000; Krehbiel 2003). 

My argument expects that presidential pressure to vote against the president’s position always 

occurs in the opposition party and presidential pressure to vote in favor of the president’s 

position always occurs in the presidential party. In other words, the argument expects that 

                                                 
12 Coefficients were also calculated on close, non-presidential roll-call votes. 
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presidential factors should always be negative. Another limitation of the procedure is that 

lopsided votes may provide biased ideal points for moderate legislators because of the lack of 

moderate cut points (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2001). However, this problem dissipates as 

the number of votes used for ideal point estimation grows larger—with at least 250 votes the 

problem effectively disappears, and even 100 votes can be enough to adequately resolve the 

issue (Snyder and Groseclose 2000, 197). The average number of votes I used for estimation was 

272, larger than 250, while the fewest number of votes I used for estimation was 211 (for the 

92nd and 102nd Congresses), well above the minimum amount recommended by Snyder and 

Groseclose. Finally, using NOMINATE scores along with other independent variables to predict 

roll-call votes may seriously underestimate the true impact of the other independent variables 

(Jackson and Kingdon 1992). But if this is correct, then my procedure underestimates the size of 

presidential factors—the true partisan divide might be larger than my procedure finds. 

On another level, some readers might ask why I use the State of the Union to identify 

presidential votes rather than other forms of presidential communication. This choice depends on 

identifying the issues that can be most credibly traced back to the president. For example, using 

votes on which the president issued a formal position would enable us to use the president’s 

actual position instead of approximating it with his party leader’s position. The problem is that 

presidents sometimes avoid publicly supporting bills that they know will not pass because they 

want to avoid tarnishing their record—presidents try to avoid associating themselves with failed 

bills (Lee 2009; Rudalevige 2005; Covington 1987). This means that presidents may have 

influenced more bills than their public-position records indicate. Other times, the president may 

opportunistically launch publicity campaigns on nascent issues that he did not mention in the 

State of the Union in hopes of adding an easy victory to his record. Clearly the president 
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influenced these bills, but it is less clear whether these bills were on the president’s agenda. State 

of the Union speeches, however, are less vulnerable to strategic play than formal positions and 

publicity campaigns. Presidents are less able to anticipate the outcome of votes when deciding 

what to include in the speech. This generally makes the State of the Union a better indicator of 

the president’s agenda. In addition, the State of the Union is usually the most salient speech the 

president makes in a given year (Light 1998; Lee 2009). This increases the potential backlash 

presidents would receive from reneging on their promises and probably makes the State of the 

Union a more reliable source of the president’s agenda than less salient forms of presidential 

communication, including campaign promises, media appearances, press conferences, and other 

addresses to the nation.  

However, there are plenty of arguments against using the State of the Union, and this 

debate is by no means closed. For one, the speech is made at the beginning of the year, and votes 

on presidential priorities often take place months after. Perhaps the president’s beliefs on an 

issue changed in the meantime, invalidating the speech as a measure of that issue’s priority. 

Besides, it is difficult to tell how closely a given bill reflects the president’s goals in the State of 

the Union and all forms of presidential communication, for that matter. Issue topics between 

votes and speeches can be matched, but the bill that eventually reaches the floor often includes 

language the president would rather not sign into law. This creates a potential for error in using 

presidential communication to measure a vote’s importance. I encourage future research to 

address this concern as well as how issues are traced back to the president more carefully. 

Others might question the assumptions that lopsided votes are free of party influence and 

non-presidential-priority votes are free of presidential influence. Indeed, there may be cases of 

parties whipping votes even when the outcome is lopsided, and presidents’ policymaking records 
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can be affected by votes on which they took no action. Nevertheless, these possibilities do not 

invalidate my procedure’s ability to measure relative party and presidential influence between 

bills. To see why, suppose we divide some votes into two separate groups. After running 

NOMINATE on the first group of votes, using the scores to calculate influence on the second 

group of votes estimates influence in the second group relative to the average amount of 

influence that was present in the first group. In other words, if party and presidential influence 

exist in the votes used for ideal point calculation, it is less likely that the procedure will detect 

party and presidential influence in the votes used for hypothesis testing. Thus, the possibilities of 

party influence in lopsided votes and presidential influence in non-presidential-priority votes 

provides a more conservative environment in which to test the theory. 

Finally, this paper focuses on the polarizing effect presidents have in Congress when they 

prioritize legislation, but all of the data used to measure this effect depend on Congress first 

deciding to take up the president’s priority legislation. This might lead us to question the use of 

the term “presidential effect” when the president did not make Congress do anything—Congress 

has agency over its agenda. To be clear, I use the term “presidential effect” simply for 

convenience, as a more appropriate, concise term for Congress’s differing behavior on 

presidential-priority and non-presidential-priority legislation is not easily found. Indeed, the fact 

that the data come from Congress’s decision to take up the president’s priority legislation affects 

the inferences we make. It is not necessarily presidents widening the partisan gap in Congress as 

much as Congress polarizing in response to presidents’ actions. I keep these considerations 

paramount in my discussion of the following results. 
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The Presidential Effect 

 Lee’s (2009) analysis left two open questions: do members make decisions differently on 

presidential roll-call votes, and if so, can we explain variation in the presidential effect? Before 

investigating the latter question, I first verify that a presidential effect exists by testing 

Hypothesis 1. If members vote more along party lines on presidential priorities, then presidential 

roll-call votes should have more negative (i.e. lower) presidential factors than non-presidential 

roll-call votes. To show that a presidential effect exists independently from a party effect, I 

compare close presidential votes to close non-presidential votes (Snyder and Groseclose 2000). 

This is a placebo test, effectively holding party influence constant in both presidential and non-

presidential votes. It also helps control for a vote’s “significance,” in Mayhew’s (1991) language. 

It is important to hold significance constant because presidential votes may tend to be more 

significant than non-presidential votes, so significance might be the true source of a presidential 

effect rather than the president’s actions. But close votes, whether presidential or not, tend to be 

more significant than lopsided votes. Indeed, close votes were over 3.5 times more likely to be 

Congressional Quarterly Key Votes during the timeframe of this study than were lopsided 

votes.13 Thus, this placebo test holds a vote’s significance as well as the amount of party 

influence constant. 

 Figure 1.1 displays histograms of presidential factors on close presidential and close non-

presidential roll-call votes during the 92nd through 111th Congresses, between 1971 and 2010.14 

We see that close presidential roll-call votes have an average presidential factor about six percent  

                                                 
13 The data are available at http://library.cqpress.com/congress/voterollcall.php?which=rollcall. 

 
14 The 93rd, 95th, and 97th Congresses were omitted because presidents’ policy agendas are unclear for those years. 

Nixon resigned during the 93rd Congress, while Carter and Reagan gave no address to Congress during their first 

years in office. The appendix includes an investigation of how these missing data might impact the results. The 

investigation concludes that the missing data likely do not appreciably change the findings. 
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Figure 1.1. The Presidential Effect 

 

 

 

 

more negative than close non-presidential roll-call votes. This means that the difference between 

an opposition-party member and a presidential-party member with the same ideal point in their 

probabilities of voting for the president’s position is about six percent larger on presidential bills  

Note: The difference in means indicates that the difference between a presidential-party member and an 

opposition-party member with the same ideal point in their probabilities of voting for the president’s 

position is 5.64 percent larger on close presidential roll-call votes compared to close non-presidential 

roll-call votes. 
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than on non-presidential bills. At first glance, six percent might sound small. But if a number of 

members are unsure how they will vote on a bill (i.e. their probabilities of supporting the bill are 

around 50 percent), an additional six percent difference between presidential-party members and 

opposition-party members can easily change the bill’s fate. 

 The data support the existence of a presidential effect. However, proponents of party 

influence argue that House majority parties cartelize the agenda. This means that a House 

majority party can block bills from coming to a vote (Cox and McCubbins 2005). In unified 

government, the president’s party controls the agenda and usually attempts to enact bills 

supporting the president’s agenda (Beckmann 2010). Perhaps the presidential effect only holds 

when proposals further the president’s agenda. Or, perhaps it only holds when proposals attempt 

to stop the president’s agenda. This is generally more likely in divided government, when the 

opposition party controls the agenda. To investigate, Figure 1.2 displays histograms of 

presidential factors on close presidential and close non-presidential roll-call votes, disaggregated 

by whether the votes occurred in divided or unified government. We see that, on average, 

divided government does not affect the presidential effect. The difference between close 

presidential and close non-presidential roll-call votes is still appreciable in both. 

Party gatekeeping can also influence the presidential effect by making the observed set of 

roll-call votes a biased sample. Perhaps the presidential effect is reversed or non-existent on bills 

that never make it to the floor, and if we had access to the true universe of bills we would see no 

presidential effect. I cannot rule out this possibility, but to investigate I analyze the percentage of 

House roll-call votes related to the president’s agenda during years of divided and unified 

government. Ostensibly, the opposition party is more likely to block presidential roll-call votes 

than the president’s party. If party gatekeeping biases the number of presidential roll-call votes in 
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unified and divided government, presidential bills should make up a smaller percentage of all 

bills during divided government. Figure 1.3 shows the average percentage of roll-call votes that 

were presidential in years of divided and unified government. We see that there is no statistically 

significant difference between unified and divided government. The data indicate that party  

Figure 1.2. Divided Government and the Presidential Effect 

 

 

 

Note: The differences in means indicate that the difference between a presidential-party member and an 

opposition-party member with the same ideal point in their probabilities of voting for the president’s 

position is 4.50 percent larger on close presidential roll-call votes compared to close non-presidential 

roll-call votes for divided government and 5.98 percent for unified government. 
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gatekeeping does not affect the percentage of House roll-call votes related to the president’s 

agenda differently in divided and unified government. 

 

Figure 1.3. Percentage of Presidential Roll-Call Votes in Unified and Divided Government 

 

 

Agenda Importance 

With the presidential effect established, we turn to explaining variation in the presidential 

effect. This study analyzes the 6,020 presidential roll-call votes in the House during the 92nd 

Note: The percentage of roll-call votes related to the president’s agenda is 1.6 percent higher in divided 

government, but the difference is not statistically significant. 
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through 111th Congresses. Before modeling presidential factors, let us explore their longitudinal 

behavior.15 Figure 1.4 shows the average presidential effect for each year in the data. Recall that 

(1) the presidential effect is measured with the difference between the average presidential factor 

on close non-presidential votes and the average presidential factor on close presidential votes, 

and (2) more negative values of this difference represent a larger presidential effect. The data 

reveal that the presidential effect fluctuates over time from a minimum of about -.25 to a 

maximum of about .05, and the time trend line is statistically flat. This means that the 

presidential effect has existed since at least the Nixon Administration, and it has not changed 

much in magnitude since then. With 34 observations, it is difficult to identify patterns in the 

presidential effect over time with much statistical certainty. However, one observation merits 

attention: the presidential effect appears to be larger in years with a presidential election. Indeed, 

presidential election years have an average presidential effect of -.0809 compared to non-

presidential election years’ average of -.0417, a difference of .0392, though this difference is not 

statistically significant. This may indicate that the presidential incentive grows stronger as a 

president’s election draws near. A more systematic investigation follows below. 

Presidential factors are a continuous variable, so linear regression is appropriate. 

Repeated observations of the same Congress are dependent on each other, and regression 

requires independent observations. I include a random intercept for each Congress in the data to 

correct this problem.16 To test Hypothesis 2, I measure whether a vote was more important to the 

president’s agenda (and can impact his reelection probability by a greater margin) with the 

                                                 
15 Additional descriptive analysis of the dependent variable is found in the appendix. 

 
16 A Hausman test found the results in Table 1 indistinguishable from a model with fixed effects for each Congress. 

The appendix includes models with fixed effects and clustered standard errors by year, Congress, and presidential 

administration. 
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number of lines the president gave the vote’s issue topic in his most recent State of the Union 

speech, standardized by the standard deviation of the number of lines given to each topic for that 

speech.17 I used the Policy Agendas Project’s classification of every line of every speech to  

 

Figure 1.4. The Presidential Effect, 1971-2010 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 For example, if the president hypothetically gave taxes 10 lines and unemployment 15 lines in a speech (and those 

were the only substantive topics in the speech), the number of lines he gave to each topic would have a standard 

deviation of about 3.5 (i.e. the standard deviation of 10 and 15). Dividing the number of lines by their standard 

deviation, the president gave taxes 2.9 standardized lines and unemployment 4.3 standardized lines. 

Note: Regression Coefficient = .0008, Standard Error = .0011, p > .10. The regression indicates that the 

presidential effect has not changed much over time. The presidential effect is 3.92 percent larger in 

presidential election years, but this difference is not statistically significant. With the 1988 election 

removed, the effect lessens to 2.15 percent. 
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determine how many lines were given to each topic. A description of the vote coding process can 

be found in the Appendix. 

In addition to standardized lines of speech, I also include the president’s approval rating 

in the model to control for uncertainty in his electoral future. The longitudinal finding that 

presidential election years have larger presidential effects may indicate that the president’s 

uncertain electoral future affects presidential factors. I approximate the president’s uncertain 

electoral future with the negative absolute distance between 50 and his Gallup approval rating 

(so that higher values indicate an approval rating closer to 50, when it is less certain whether the 

president carries a majority of support among voters). I used presidents’ Gallup approval rating 

from the month before the vote, as this is the most recent data that members would have had 

available at the time of the vote. If Gallup reported multiple approval ratings for a month, I 

averaged them. If a month had no approval rating reported, I used the most recent monthly rating 

available. I collected these data from the Roper Center’s Public Opinion Archives.18 

Table 1.1 reports the results. The Main model finds support for Hypothesis 2, as presidential 

factors were larger on votes with higher importance to the president. All else equal, the Main 

model predicts that a vote’s presidential factor grows .017 more negative per standardized line 

the president gave to its issue topic. This means that a standard deviation increase in standardized 

lines of speech (about 1.4 lines, from the Appendix) leads the difference between opposition-

party and presidential-party members with the same ideal point to be 2.4 percent larger, on 

average. If a number of members are unsure how they will vote on a bill, an additional two 

                                                 
18 Presidential approval data from the Roper Center are available at http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/ 

CFIDE/roper/presidential/webroot/presidential_rating.cfm. I only use polls that Gallup conducted or helped conduct. 

As members do not have an approval rating available for the first January of a new president’s term until after the 

month is over, I omitted the 13 January votes during a new president’s first year. The 9 votes in which the 

president’s party leader did not vote were also omitted. 
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percent difference between opposition-party and presidential-party members in their probabilities 

of voting for the bill can easily change its fate. Furthermore, the difference between opposition-

party and presidential-party members with the same ideal point is 11.7 percent larger on votes on 

topics with maximum presidential importance (6.944 standardized lines) compared to votes on 

topics with minimum presidential importance (.07 standardized lines). Simply put, votes on 

topics that are closely tied to the president’s agenda have larger presidential pressure. However, 

despite the longitudinal finding that the presidential effect is larger in presidential election years, 

presidents’ approval ratings had little impact on votes’ presidential factors.19 

Robustness Checks 

 The Main model supports the argument, but its results deserve further scrutiny. First, the 

assumption that members value future payoffs from their parties holding the presidency enough 

to change their course of action seems questionable. Members probably want payoffs sooner 

rather than later, especially if they have to sacrifice short term payoffs in favor of long term ones. 

However, according to scholars like Mayhew, members’ main goal “is to stay in office rather 

than to win all the popular vote. More precisely [their] goal is to stay in office over a number of 

future elections” (1974, 46). This logic implies that members might be willing to engage in 

activity that harms their reelection probabilities in the short run but helps them in the long run, as 

long as members’ short term reelection prospects are comfortable. 

 

                                                 
19 The appendix includes a model with a dummy variable for presidential election year, which also found little 

evidence that presidents’ electoral fortunes affect votes’ presidential factors. 

 



 

 

 

Note: The dependent variable is the difference between an opposition-party member and a presidential-party member with the same ideal point in their 

probabilities of voting for the president’s position on a presidential roll-call vote. The dependent variable in the Electoral model also controls for members’ 

electoral safety. Random intercept for each Congress included. Standard errors are in parentheses. All tests of statistical significance are two-tailed. *p<.05. The 

results indicate that presidential factors are more negative on votes important to the president’s agenda. This finding is particularly pronounced in divided 

government.

Table 1.1. Determinants of House Presidential Factors on Presidential Roll-Call Votes, 

               1971-2010 (Random Effects Linear Regression) 

 
   

 

 
 

  Electoral Party        Interaction Issue Main 

Standardized Lines of Speech 

 

-.0222* 

(.0045) 

-.0174* 

(.0033) 

-.0024 

(.0054) 

-.0163* 

(.0033) 

-.0173* 

(.0033) 

-|50-Approval Rating| 

 

.0010 

(.0011) 

.0009 

(.0009) 

-.0005 

(.0011) 

.0007 

(.0009) 

.0008 

(.0009) 

Divided Government 

 
 

.1560* 

(.0599) 

.2288* 

(.0623) 
  

Divided Government X 

-|50-Approval Rating| 
  

.0041* 

(.0019) 
  

Divided Government X 

Standardized Lines of Speech 
  

-.0244* 

(.0069) 
  

Social Welfare Policy 

 
   

.0346* 

(.0114) 
 

Foreign and Defense Policy 

 
   

.0683* 

(.0118) 
 

Miscellaneous Policy 

 
   

-.0670 

(.0484) 
 

Constant 

 

-.3493* 

(.0350) 

-.3642* 

(.0492) 

-.3980* 

(.0491) 

-.2913* 

(.0350) 

-.2636* 

(.0349) 

Random Intercept Variance .0101 .0136 .0130 .0183 .0186 

N 3,866 5,998 5,998 5,998 5,998 

Model 

2
3
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We can investigate this possibility by controlling for members’ electoral safety in 

addition to their ideal points in the procedure that calculates the dependent variable. To do this, 

we add a member’s two-party vote share in his or her most recent election to the regression that 

forms a presidential factor (see Equation (1) above).20 If the Main model’s results hold, then we 

can conclude that electoral vulnerability does not nullify the presidential incentive. The Electoral 

model fits this new dependent variable to the Main model’s independent variables. For this 

model, the data are from 1991 to 2010. We see that the effect of standardized lines of speech 

increased in magnitude when controlling for electoral safety, indicating that the presidential 

incentive affects members’ decisionmaking regardless of their electoral safety. 

Second, party influence might explain variation in the presidential effect better than the 

presidential incentive. For example, presidential factors might be more negative in divided 

government, when the president must usually negotiate with the opposition party if he wants his 

proposals to come to a vote (Cox and McCubbins 2005). On the other hand, presidential factors 

might be more negative in unified government, when the president may attempt to enact his 

proposals by relying solely on the votes of members of his own party. Either way, divided 

government’s effects on presidential factors deserve attention. The Party model adds this 

variable to the Main model. We see that the Main model’s results did not substantively change, 

and presidential factors are about 16 percent more negative in unified government. This indicates 

that party pressure might be greater overall in unified government. 

Third, divided government might condition the presidential incentive. If the Main 

model’s results only hold in unified government, parties’ vote decisions might depend on the 

presidential incentive only when Congress votes mostly on bills supporting the president’s 

                                                 
20 Data for 1991-2004 are from Ladewig (2010) and for 2005-2010 from the Clerk of the House, available at 

http://history.house.gov/Institution/Election-Statistics/Election-Statistics/. 
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agenda, and vice-versa for divided government. The Interaction model includes interaction terms 

for divided government and the Main model’s variables, revealing whether the Main model’s 

results hold in both unified and divided government. We see that the Main model’s coefficients 

transferred most of their magnitude to the interaction terms. This means that the Main model’s 

coefficients are indistinguishable from zero in unified government, but they regain their former 

magnitude and then some in divided government. Thus, the data indicate that presidential 

pressure is higher on bills closely tied to the president’s agenda mainly in divided government. In 

the concluding section, I discuss potential explanations for these findings and opportunities for 

further research. 

Finally, presidential factors might vary across issue categories, and accounting for this 

variation might alter the Main model’s results. The Issue model adds the Clausen categories for 

social welfare, foreign and defense, miscellaneous, and economic policy (serves as the baseline 

dummy variable) to the Main model.21 We see that the Main model’s results did not 

substantively change, but the issue variables reveal that presidential factors are largest with 

economic and miscellaneous policy, which make up the majority of presidential votes, and 

smallest with foreign and defense policy. These results comport with recent work showing that 

presidents enjoy greater leeway from Congress during times of war (Howell, Jackman, and 

Rogowski 2013; Howell and Rogowski 2013), providing additional validity for presidential 

factors as a measure of the partisan divide in Congress. 

Conclusion 

 This paper has shown that the partisan divide in Congress widens when presidents make 

an issue part of their agenda, and the effect grows larger on issues that are more important to the 

                                                 
21 These data are from voteview.com. Economic policy is “government management” in the Clausen coding system. 

I coded agriculture policy as economic policy and civil liberties policy as social welfare policy. 
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president’s agenda. This implies that presidents tend to make partisan disagreement worse, not 

better, by publicizing an issue. Political science offers at least three perspectives on partisan 

disagreement, and all three predict that current conditions are ideal for it to emerge. First, the 

standard spatial model argues that partisan disagreement increases when Congress is 

ideologically polarized. Second, Lee’s (2009) theory argues that partisan disagreement increases 

on presidential roll-call votes, and there is evidence that presidents increasingly take the lead in 

lawmaking (p. 95). Third, I have argued that partisan disagreement increases on presidential roll-

call votes, but for different reasons. The presidential incentive is driven by parties’ desire for 

control of the presidency and not their own reelection. Considering the three theories together, 

the contemporary American political climate is a perfect storm for partisan disagreement.  

 That being said, how might the causes of partisan disagreement affect one another? Does 

ideological polarization create the conditions necessary for a presidential effect to emerge? The 

fact that the presidential effect has no significant time trend while ideological polarization 

increased over the same period indicates that the presidential effect operates even in the absence 

of polarization. If anything, polarization may weaken the presidential effect somewhat, as the 

coefficient in Figure 4 was positive. This may indicate that ideology plays a greater role, and 

forces like parties and the president play a lesser role, in members’ vote decisions as polarization 

increases. 

 Speculating farther back in American history, my argument that the presidential effect is 

driven by parties’ valuation of the presidency would predict that the presidential effect grows 

larger as the presidency gains value. By most accounts, the presidency gained power by orders of 

magnitude since the time of the Founders. The presidential effect likely increased following 
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major expansions of the president’s power, including Jackson’s use of the veto, Lincoln’s 

wartime actions, and Franklin Roosevelt’s reorganization of the executive branch. 

 Thinking towards the future, how might presidents use these results? The paradox of 

presidential publicization is that the harder presidents try to earn bipartisan support by 

publicizing an issue, the less likely they are to receive it. Publicization alienates the president’s 

opposition, but at the same it galvanizes his base. In today’s polarized climate, presidents might 

decide to forego bipartisanship and rely on their base for both congressional and electoral 

support. Towards this end, publicizing an issue can be an important tool for the president. On the 

other hand, if presidents wish to court bipartisan support, they would do well to avoid excess 

publicization, resembling the more passive leadership of early presidents. 

Regarding opportunities for further research, the Interaction model indicates that the 

presidential effect is larger on the president’s most important priorities mainly during divided 

government. This might signal that party gatekeeping affects the presidential incentive, as the 

presidential effect is larger when Congress votes mainly on bills that hinder the president’s 

agenda. Future research should investigate the impact of party gatekeeping on the presidential 

incentive by replicating this study’s analysis for the Senate. Party cartels are arguably less 

powerful in that body (Cox and McCubbins 2005; but see Gailmard and Jenkins 2007). If 

divided government affects the presidential incentive in the Senate as well, the finding might 

depend more on party pressure than party gatekeeping. 

The Party and Interaction models indicate that presidential factors are overall larger 

during unified government. This might be caused by the types of bills proposed in unified and 

divided government. In divided government, the president might be forced to tailor his agenda to 

the opposition party in order for his proposals to come to a vote. Instead of hoping to pull the 
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opposition party to his position, the president makes proposals to suit the opposition’s position. 

In unified government, however, the president might be able to enact his agenda without winning 

votes from the opposition party. This might make him more likely to propose an agenda closer to 

his own ideal point, hoping that he will be able to pressure his copartisans to support his 

proposals. Future research should investigate these possible explanations with deeper analysis of 

votes’ contents. 

 This paper has presented evidence that explains when and why the partisan divide in 

Congress widens on presidential priorities. A systematic investigation revealed that, controlling 

for members’ ideal points, presidential-party members are more likely than opposition-party 

members to vote in favor of the president’s position. In divided government, this effect is larger 

when a vote is more important to the president’s agenda. These findings provide support for the 

idea that members make decisions according to whether a proposal would increase their party’s 

chances of holding the presidency after the next election, bringing us closer to understanding the 

partisan conflict so prevalent in today’s politics.
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Appendix to Chapter 1. 

 

A. Summary Statistics of Model Variables 

Variable Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
Min Max 

Presidential Factors -.307 .371 -1.098 1.241 

Standardized Lines of Speech 1.430 1.397 .070 6.944 

-|50-Approval Rating| -9.493 7.222 -40 0 

Divided Government .630 .483 0 1 

Economic Policy .523 .500 0 1 

Social Welfare Policy .235 .424 0 1 

Foreign and Defense Policy .233 .423 0 1 

Miscellaneous Policy .009 .093 0 1 

 

 

B. Description of Vote Coding Process 

 

 To code a vote as “presidential” I first read Poole and Rosenthal’s summary of it, 

available at http://voteview.com/dw-nominate_textfile.htm. Then, I searched the vote’s 

corresponding State of the Union speech to match it with a presidential priority. For example, if 

the vote was on cutting taxes, I searched the corresponding speech for whether the president 

discussed taxes. The Policy Agendas Project codes lines about taxes with “107” (see 

http://www.policyagendas .org/page/topic-codebook). To determine how many lines were given 

to taxes in that speech, I counted the number of lines coded as “107” by the Policy Agendas 

Project. To standardize that number, I used the standard deviation of the number of lines given to 

all topics for each speech (as explained in footnote 16). Lines without policy content (coded “-

555” by the Policy Agendas Project) were omitted and not used in the standardization procedure. 
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C. NOMINATE Scores on Lopsided, Non-Presidential Roll-Call Votes, 1971-2010 

 

Republicans are in red, and Democrats are in blue. 
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D. Within-Party Correlations between Standard W-NOMINATE Scores and NOMINATE 

Scores on Lopsided, Non-Presidential Roll-Call Votes, 1971-2010 

 
Republicans are in red, and Democrats are in blue. NOMINATE scores on lopsided, non-

presidential roll-call votes show a high correlation with standard W-NOMINATE scores within 

both parties over the timeframe of this study. This indicates that the procedure provides 

NOMINATE scores that are similar to standard NOMINATE scores. The farther the correlation 

is from 1, the greater the difference between members’ voting behavior on all votes and their 

behavior on lopsided, non-presidential votes. In other words, the farther the correlation is from 1, 

the greater the impact of parties and the president on members’ voting behavior (as these two 
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influences are assumed to be inactive on lopsided votes and non-presidential votes). The 

correlations show that parties and the president were generally more influential in the 

Democratic Party until the 103rd Congress, when parties and the president became generally 

more influential in the Republican Party. Influence again became stronger in the Democratic 

Party in the 110th Congress. This closely follows when either party took majorities in the House, 

indicating that majority status may increase the impact of parties and the president on members’ 

voting behavior. 

 

E. Presidential Roll-Call Votes with Extreme Negative and Positive Presidential Factors 

 

Vote Date 

Presidential 

Factor 

Rule for Expedited Rescissions Act 4/28/1993 -1.10 

Rule for Small Business Jobs Protection Act 5/22/1996 -1.03 

Motion to Recommit, Balanced Budget Act 6/25/1997 -1.02 

Motion to Recommit, Establish Select Intelligence Oversight 

Panel 1/9/2007 -1.01 

Rule for National Competitiveness Act 9/16/1992 -1.01 

   
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act 8/3/1989 1.24 

Motion to Recommit, Taxpayer Relief Act 6/26/1997 1.04 

Metal Casting Competitiveness Research 9/24/1990 0.86 

Miller Amendment to Working Families Flexibility Act 3/19/1997 0.79 

Motion to Rise from the Committee of the Whole, 2001 Budget 

Resolution 3/23/2000 0.76 

 

This table presents the votes with the five most negative and most positive presidential 

factors. In general, the negative votes are cases where members seemed to vote against their 

party brands in favor of, depending on their party affiliations, either opposing or supporting the 

president. This comports with the measure’s intent—the votes with the largest presidential 

factors should be those where politics takes precedence over ideology. For example, the 

Expedited Rescissions Act gave President Clinton a pseudo line-item veto power, something 
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generally preferred by the Republican Party as a way to limit excess spending. Despite this, only 

two Republicans voted for the rule. Granted, the parties were less polarized on the final passage 

vote (not included in the table). The positive votes tend to be cases where the president sided 

with the opposition party, while the president’s party held firm against him. This comports with 

the measure’s intent as well. For example, President Bush passed the Financial Institutions 

Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act with mostly Democratic votes.
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F. The Presidential Effect by President, 1971-2010 

 

 
 This figure shows each president’s average presidential effect during the timeframe of 

this study. It uses the same data as Figure 4, but it aggregates by presidential administration 

rather than by year. As in Figure 4, the time trend line is statistically insignificant (Coefficient = 

.005, Standard Error = .003), indicating that the average presidential effect has changed little 

over time. We see that Carter, widely regarded as a poor negotiator with Congress, had by far the 

largest presidential effect. After Carter, the presidential effect trended smaller, with a noticeable 
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drop off during Reagan’s term followed by a return to the time trend. This is consistent with 

Reagan’s reputation as a superb negotiator with Congress. 

 

G. Alternate Models: Fixed Effects vs. Random Effects 

 

Variable Year Congress President 

Standardized Lines of Speech 

 

-.0203* 

(.0079) 

-.0173 

(.0082) 

-.0164 

(.0081) 

-|50-Approval Rating| 

 

.0001 

(.0014) 

.0007 

(.0015) 

-.0013 

(.0009) 

Constant 

 

-.1774* 

(.0042) 

-.1278* 

(.0094) 

-.1359* 

(.0089) 

N 5,998 5,998 5,998 
Note: The dependent variable is the difference between an opposition-party member and a presidential-party 

member with the same ideal point in their probabilities of voting for the president’s position on a presidential roll-

call vote. Fixed effects are included according to the name of the model. Clustered standard errors are in 

parentheses. All tests of statistical significance are two-tailed. *p<.05. 

 

 This table presents the Main model from Table 1 using fixed effects by year, Congress, or 

presidency instead of random effects by Congress. We see that the greater the number of 

clusters, the larger the magnitude of the key coefficient (Standardized Lines of Speech). 

Statistical significance is only achieved in the Year model, although it is very nearly achieved for 

the Congress and President models. While this might make us question the Main model’s results, 

it does not invalidate them. As explained in Footnote 15, the Congress model and the Main 

model are indistinguishable from each other using a Hausman test (note that the two models’ key 

coefficients are identical to four decimal places). Random effects and fixed effects with clustered 

standard errors do essentially the same thing—correct for dependence between repeated 

observations. Thus, the choice of which to use is rather arbitrary. I chose to use random effects in 

order to examine the impact of divided government and other variables that do not vary within a 

Congress—the use of fixed effects precludes examining such variables.  
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H. Alternate Models: Election Year Dummy Variable 

 

Variable  
Standardized Lines of Speech 

 

-.0172* 

(.0033) 

-|50-Approval Rating| 

 

.0007 

(.0009) 

Election Year 

 

.0104 

(.0122) 

Constant 

 

-.2680* 

(.0352) 

N 5,998 
Note: The dependent variable is the difference between an opposition-party member and a presidential-party 

member with the same ideal point in their probabilities of voting for the president’s position on a presidential roll-

call vote. Random intercept for each Congress included. Standard errors are in parentheses. All tests of statistical 

significance are two-tailed. *p<.05. 

 

 This table presents the Main model from Table 1 with a dummy variable for presidential 

election years included. The coefficient on the variable indicates that presidential factors are 

slightly less negative in presidential election years, but the effect is not statistically significant. 

Thus, the model provides further evidence that a president’s uncertain electoral future does not 

affect presidential factors. 

 

I. The Impact of Missing Data 

 

 As explained in Footnote 13, the 93rd, 95th, and 97th Congresses were omitted. How might 

these missing data impact the results? Without the data we cannot be certain, but if we assume 

that the missing data are similar to available data with the same characteristics, we can estimate 

how the results would change if the missing data were available.  

For example, the missing data are from before 1983 but after 1971, so we can examine 

the impact of the data we do have from the same time period to investigate how the results would 

change if six more years of pre-1983 data were available. Here is the Main model without the 

pre-1983 data: 
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Variable  
Standardized Lines of Speech 

 

-.0183* 

(.0037) 

-|50-Approval Rating| 

 

.0012 

(.0010) 

Constant 

 

-.2886* 

(.0374) 

N 5,057 
Note: The dependent variable is the difference between an opposition-party member and a presidential-party 

member with the same ideal point in their probabilities of voting for the president’s position on a presidential roll-

call vote. Random intercept for each Congress included. Standard errors are in parentheses. All tests of statistical 

significance are two-tailed. *p<.05. 
 

The key coefficient is .0010 larger than in the Main model (-.0173, from Table 1). This means 

that the six years of pre-1983 data that are available (i.e. the 92nd, 94th, and 96th Congresses) 

decrease the coefficient’s magnitude by .0010. Thus, if the missing data were available and we 

could add six more years of pre-1983 data, the coefficient would be about .0010 smaller, -.0163 

instead of -.0173. This would not make an appreciable difference to the findings. What about the 

presidential effect? Recall that the overall presidential effect was -.0564 (from Figure 1). The 

average presidential effect for years in the available pre-1983 data is -.0739. Thus, adding six 

more years of pre-1983 data would enlarge the presidential effect, making the finding stronger. 

The missing data also include two first term, first Congress presidents (i.e. four years of 

data), so we can investigate how the results would change if four more years of first term, first 

Congress data were available. Here is the Main model without the four first term, first Congress 

presidents that are available (i.e. the 101st, 103rd, 107th, and 111th Congresses): 
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Variable  
Standardized Lines of Speech 

 

-.0237* 

(.0039) 

-|50-Approval Rating| 

 

.0022 

(.0012) 

Constant 

 

-.2350* 

(.0418) 

N 4,482 
Note: The dependent variable is the difference between an opposition-party member and a presidential-party 

member with the same ideal point in their probabilities of voting for the president’s position on a presidential roll-

call vote. Random intercept for each Congress included. Standard errors are in parentheses. All tests of statistical 

significance are two-tailed. *p<.05. 

 

The key coefficient is .0064 larger than in the Main model. This means that the eight years of 

first term, first Congress presidents that are available decrease the coefficient by .0064. Thus, if 

the missing data were available and we could add four more years of first term, first Congress 

data, the coefficient would be about .0032 smaller (i.e. .0008 smaller per year of first term, first 

Congress data), -.0141 instead of -.0173. The impact of the first term, first Congress missing data 

is larger than the pre-1983 missing data, but it is still rather small. What about the presidential 

effect? The presidential effect without the eight years of first term, first Congress presidents is -

.0627, .0063 larger than the overall presidential effect of -.0564. Thus, adding in an additional 

four years of first term, first Congress presidents would decrease the presidential effect by about 

.0032 to -.0532, a slight difference. 
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Chapter 2 
 

 

Behind the Blame Game: Chief Executives, 

Bipartisan Legislative Success, and Reelection 

 
 

 

 Abstract. In this paper I argue that voters are more likely to support opposition parties 

who withhold bipartisan support on the chief executive’s agenda. Conversely, voters are less 

likely to support chief executives who lack a bipartisan record. I use three survey experiments to 

test the hypotheses. The experiments indicate that bipartisanship can swing vote shares by as 

much as 20 percentage points. This suggests that parties have incentives to play the blame game 

on chief executives’ policy agendas (Groseclose and McCarty 2001), attempting to damage each 

other’s electoral fortunes through their vote decisions in the legislature. However, the effect 

shrinks considerably when opposition parties withhold bipartisanship on fewer agenda items, 

when they face resistant public opinion, and when the issues lack importance to their agenda. A 

pure obstructionist strategy can effectively change election outcomes, but the strategy may lack 

impact in adverse political climates. 
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“The single most important thing we want to achieve is for President Obama to be a one-term 

president.” 

 -Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) 

 

Partisan conflict characterizes contemporary American politics, and bipartisan legislative 

votes are largely a thing of the past (Baker 2016; Harbridge 2015; Lee 2009, 2016; Westwood 

n.d.). The opposition party, the party opposed to the chief executive, often takes the blame for 

the rise in partisan conflict. The above quote from Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell’s 

(R-KY) October 2010 interview with the National Journal sheds light on why. Indeed, by many 

accounts, Republicans’ attempts to stop Obama’s agenda in the 111th Congress were without 

equal. By their own admission, Republicans made the decision to defeat Obama in the ballot 

booth by defeating his agenda in Congress. And when they lacked the votes to defeat his 

proposals, at least they could prevent them from passing with bipartisan support. 

   Political science has long suspected that such a strategy can be effective. According to 

the Blame Game theory (Groseclose and McCarty 2001), partisan conflict should have the 

potential to improve the opposition’s reelection chances at the expense of the chief executive’s. 

The Blame Game theory focuses on veto bargaining, but its logic should apply to initial passage 

votes as well. When the opposition withholds bipartisanship on the chief executive’s proposals, 

they help paint the chief executive as an ideologically extreme, incapable leader. This is because 

voters tend to interpret an executive’s bipartisan leadership as a signal of his or her ideological 

moderation (Westwood n.d.) and good leadership skills (Butler and Powell 2014). So when the 

opposition party withholds bipartisanship, they reverse those signals into ideological extremity 

and bad leadership skills. This dynamic leads to a breakdown in interbranch bargaining. A blame 

game emerges between the two parties as each tries to pin the responsibility for conflict on the 
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other. The blame game should be able to serve as a valuable tool for the opposition—voters 

should respond to blame game politics by (1) rewarding the opposition party and (2) punishing 

the chief executive. But despite these suspicions, no one has tested their empirical validity until 

now. 

In this paper I use three survey experiments to test the McConnell Hypothesis. The first 

experiment tests the hypothesis in a political context in which it would be highly likely to hold. 

The experiment asks respondents to rate how likely they would be to vote for a hypothetical 

governor and opposition party when they learn that the governor passed a range of key agenda 

items either with or without bipartisan support, assigned at random. The experiment supports the 

McConnell Hypothesis, as the bipartisanship treatment increased respondents’ probabilities of 

supporting the governor by about 20 percentage points and reduced their probabilities of 

supporting the opposition by about 10 percentage points.  

The second and third experiments test the limits of the McConnell Hypothesis. The 

second experiment tests whether an opposition party can affect vote shares by withholding 

bipartisanship on a single gubernatorial agenda item—a proposal to give teachers a bonus if their 

students score higher on a nationwide standardized test. In this experiment, the bipartisanship 

treatment improved the governor’s vote share and damaged the opposition’s, but the effect was 

lowered to about 6 percentage points for both governor and opposition and only marginally 

statistically significant. The third experiment tests the McConnell Hypothesis on that same 

agenda item, but it removes the opposition’s campaign message, adds the results of a poll finding 

strong public support for the proposal, and allows the governor to lose the vote. This experiment 

finds little support for the hypothesis. 
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Finally, I analyze treatment effects among respondents who share the hypothetical 

governor’s party affiliation (all three experiments randomize the party affiliations of the 

governor and opposition party), whether Democratic or Republican. This analysis serves to 

ensure that the experiments manipulate bipartisanship in a similar manner and investigate 

possible mechanisms for the treatment effects. The data show that copartisan respondents 

punished their governor for bipartisanship rather than rewarding him, even though respondents 

overall rewarded the governor for bipartisanship. This may indicate that the McConnell 

Hypothesis primarily works by painting the chief executive as ideologically extreme rather than 

an incapable (i.e. low valence) leader. 

Taken together, the evidence suggests that a chief executive’s party has incentives to 

improve his or her policymaking record and the opposition party has incentives to damage that 

record. In other words, because bipartisanship can improve a chief executive’s reelection chances 

but damage an opposition party’s reelection chances, parties have incentives to disagree over the 

contents of the chief executive’s agenda. This helps explain the extraordinary amount of partisan 

conflict in today’s politics. However, these incentives have limits. When public opinion 

overwhelmingly favors an executive’s proposal or the proposal lacks much importance to the 

opposition’s agenda, opposition parties may be unable to impact election outcomes by 

withholding bipartisanship. Nevertheless, the evidence indicates that the worst possible outcome 

for an opposition party’s McConnell strategy is that it will have no effect. There is no evidence 

to suggest that voters punish opposition parties for engaging in pure obstructionist tactics. 

Bipartisanship and the Blame Game 

 The McConnell Hypothesis states that opposition parties should be able to damage the 

chief executive’s reelection chances and improve their own by withholding bipartisanship on the 
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chief executive’s policy agenda, but previous research has not tested the hypothesis. This is 

surprising given that voting in Congress and voting in presidential elections are among the most 

studied subjects in political science. Indeed, bipartisanship in Congress has been extensively 

studied. We know that bipartisan legislative votes are scarce in contemporary American politics, 

especially on the most important issues (Harbridge 2015; Mann and Ornstein 2012). This rise in 

partisan conflict, spurred on by voters’ preferences for partisan policies over bipartisan processes 

(Harbridge, Malhotra, and Harrison 2014), helps explain Congress’s dismal approval ratings 

(Durr, Martin, and Wolbrecht 1997; Harbridge and Malhotra 2011; Ramirez 2009). Presidents 

are often more successful in foreign policy (Barrett 2007; Peake 2001) and during times of war 

(Howell, Jackman, and Rogowski 2013), but their nominations to the foreign policy bureaucracy 

may only receive bipartisan support when presidents already have high approval in Congress 

(Flynn 2014). In short, we know much about the causes of bipartisanship, but we know little 

about bipartisanship’s effects. 

 But based on what we know about how voters choose candidates, it makes sense that 

chief executives with successful, bipartisan policymaking records would have higher vote shares. 

Voters use heuristic cues to identify which candidate most closely shares their interests (Baum 

2005; Lau and Redlawsk 2001; Popkin 1994; Sniderman, Brody, and Tetlock 1991). One 

heuristic cue that voters use is the amount of valence a candidate possesses. Valence is defined 

as “qualities that define the character and abilities of candidates,” including “integrity, 

competence, and dedication to public service” (Stone and Simas 2010, 373). Politicians can 

improve their valence by enacting their policy agendas (Butler and Powell 2014), and politicians 

should be able to further improve their valence by enacting their policy agendas with bipartisan 

support. Bipartisan support amplifies the signals of competence and dedication to public service 
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sent by successful policy leadership—it signals that a candidate can transcend partisan politics to 

find pragmatic solutions upon which everyone can agree. This improves a candidate’s valence 

and should make him or her more likely to win elections.  

 Another way that successful, bipartisan policymaking leadership can improve chief 

executives’ reelection probabilities is by making them appear more ideologically moderate. 

Voters tend to believe legislation is more moderate when politicians frame it with bipartisan 

rhetoric (Westwood n.d.). The same logic should hold for candidates when they engage in 

bipartisan behavior—voters believe the candidates are more moderate. In general, moderate 

candidates for chief executive office may be more likely to win because most voters are 

moderate (Alesina and Rosenthal 1995; Carsey and Layman 2004; Fiorina 2005; Scheve and 

Tomz 1999). Indeed, the majority of federal representatives hold more extreme views than their 

constituents (Bafumi and Herron 2010). Thus, bipartisan policymaking leadership should make 

chief executives more likely to win reelection by signaling their moderate ideology and 

increasing their valence. 

 Given what we know about how voters choose candidates, it also makes sense that 

bipartisanship would weaken the reelection chances of the opposition party. In general, the 

opposition party must offer credible alternatives to the chief executive’s party in order to justify 

its removal from power. There may be occasions where voters reward both parties equally for 

bipartisanship, but the spoils tend to fall disproportionately to the party perceived to be in 

control, whether by holding the chief executive’s office or a majority in the legislature (Lee 

2016). When opposition parties support the chief executive’s agenda with their votes, they 

prevent themselves from credibly campaigning against the chief executive’s record and feed the 

perception that their presence in government is redundant. After all, if the opposition party 
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supports the chief executive’s goals, what reason do they have to be in office in the first place? 

Why should voters not just elect the chief executive’s party? 

 To this point I have discussed bipartisanship’s potential to affect vote shares in general, 

but the effect is likely contingent on issue importance. Indeed, legislatures hold hundreds of 

votes each year, most of them on minor, less salient issues. For bipartisanship or the lack thereof 

to matter in elections, voters may need to see it across a range of key agenda items, and 

candidates may need to emphasize those issues on which they were able to secure bipartisanship. 

For example, we know that the economy is generally the most important issue to voters (Lenz 

2012; Sides and Vavreck 2013), but it only tends to decide the winner of presidential elections 

when candidates’ campaigns clarify that the election has the potential to affect the economy 

(Vavreck 2009). Or consider how particularistic spending only tends to improve legislators’ vote 

shares when they claim credit for it (Grimmer, Messing, and Westwood 2012). In the same way, 

bipartisanship or the lack thereof on a set of votes may only matter in elections when parties 

emphasize the importance of those votes. Bipartisanship has the potential to impact vote shares 

by signaling a chief executive’s valence and ideological moderation and the opposition party’s 

lack of a credible, alternative policymaking agenda. But bipartisanship may only matter to voters 

when parties emphasize its importance. 

Testing the Hypothesis 

As outlined above, the McConnell Hypothesis should be most likely to hold when (1) an 

opposition party withholds bipartisanship across a range of the chief executive’s key agenda 

items and (2) the opposition party emphasizes that those votes should matter in the next election. 

To investigate, I conducted a survey experiment in July 2016 using respondents recruited from 

Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk. These respondents tend to be younger, more educated, and 
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whiter than the general population (this study’s respondent demographics are in the appendix), 

nevertheless survey experiments using Mechanical Turk workers approximate results that use 

nationally representative samples (Berinsky, Huber, and Lenz 2012; Kriner and Schickler 2014). 

For this experiment I recruited 2,327 respondents, of which 2,095 completed the survey. This 

attrition appeared to be random. 

The design of this experiment is as follows. I provided respondents with a vignette about 

a governor’s policymaking record in a hypothetical state. I used hypothetical politicians to avoid 

activating respondents’ preexisting beliefs about real politicians. Respondents learned that the 

governor passed extensive reforms of the state’s budget, tax code, and public school system. 

Party affiliations of the governor and opposition party (i.e. Democratic or Republican) were 

randomized to average out any heterogeneous effects caused by the hypothetical politicians’ 

party affiliations. Then, respondents were randomly assigned to learn that the proposals passed 

with bipartisan support or without bipartisan support. If the proposals passed with bipartisan 

support, respondents learned that the opposition party has campaigned on the promise to improve 

those reforms if elected. If the proposals passed without bipartisan support, respondents learned 

that the opposition party has campaigned on the promise to repeal those reforms if elected. The 

campaign message serves to emphasize the reforms’ importance to the opposition party. After 

respondents read the vignette, the survey asked them (1) how likely they were to vote for the 

governor in the next election and (2) how likely they were to vote for legislative candidates of 

the two parties in the next election. Although I am primarily interested in how respondents 

evaluate the opposition party, the survey asked about both parties to avoid signaling this to 

respondents. Finally, the survey asked demographic questions about respondents’ party 

affiliation, political ideology, gender, age, education, and ethnicity. These were used to check for  
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Figure 2.1. Survey Experiment Format—A Range of Key Agenda Items 

 

Imagine you are a citizen of an American state in which the state’s governor, who is a Democrat 

(Republican), passed extensive reforms of the state’s budget, tax code, and public school system. 

[Many/No] Republicans (Democrats) voted for his proposals, and they have campaigned on the 

promise to [improve/repeal] those reforms if elected. 

 

We are interested in how likely you would be to vote for the governor’s reelection. How likely 

would you be to vote for the GOVERNOR? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor 

unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

We are also interested in how likely you would be to vote for legislative candidates of the two 

parties. How likely would you be to vote for the GOVERNOR’S PARTY’S LEGISLATIVE 

CANDIDATES? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

How likely would you be to vote for the OPPOSITION PARTY’S LEGISLATIVE 

CANDIDATES? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

heterogeneous treatment effects. Figure 2.1 presents the format of the survey experiment. The 

experimental treatment language is in bold, and “Republican” is in parentheses to represent that 

the politicians’ party affiliations were randomized. 

 Figure 2.2 presents the results of the experiment, and they support the McConnell 

Hypothesis. Vote shares were calculated by aggregating the percentage of respondents who said 

they were “likely” or “very likely” to vote for the respective politicians. In the bipartisanship 

treatment, the governor had a higher vote share by about 20 percentage points and the opposition 

party had a lower vote share by about 10 percentage points. These effects were statistically 

significant. As expected, the opposition party lost vote share and the chief executive gained vote 

share when the opposition gave bipartisanship to the chief executive. And when checking for 

heterogeneous treatment effects among various demographics, the findings were not appreciably 

different (shown in the Appendix). 

It is important to note some limitations of these findings. The fact that the governor’s 

proposals were not very detailed may have led respondents to believe that the proposals  
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Figure 2.2. Experimental Results—A Range of Key Agenda Items 

 
Note: Vote shares were calculated by aggregating the respondents who answered they were “likely” or “very likely” 

to vote for the respective politicians. In the No Bipartisanship treatment, the governor’s vote share was 42.3 percent 

and the opposition’s was 37.8 percent. In the Bipartisanship treatment, the governor’s vote share was 61.9 percent 

and the opposition’s was 28.0 percent. N = 2,095. Both treatment effects are statistically significant (two-tailed test) 

at the p < .05 level. 
 

themselves were different in the two treatments. Indeed, respondents may have perceived that the 

proposals in the bipartisanship treatment, rather than the politicians, were higher valence, 

ideologically moderate, or some other quality that respondents liked. That may be true, even if 

the proposals were written in an exactingly precise manner, but it does not invalidate the results. 

If the results were driven by respondents’ beliefs about the governor’s proposals, respondents 
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would not have punished the opposition party for also supporting those proposals. A better 

explanation for the finding is that the lack of a credible alternative policy agenda led respondents 

to question the need for an opposition party in government. 

Testing the Limits of the Hypothesis 

The McConnell Hypothesis holds when an opposition party withholds bipartisanship 

across a range of key agenda items, but what about less ideal contexts? Can an opposition party 

affect election outcomes by withholding bipartisanship on a single proposal? Can public opinion 

mediate that effect? And does bipartisanship have any effect when the chief executive loses the 

vote? To investigate, I use two additional survey experiments. The first experiment confirms that 

opposition parties can affect election outcomes by withholding bipartisanship on a single 

proposal, though to a lesser extent than when they withhold bipartisanship on multiple proposals. 

The second experiment shows that resistant public opinion and a lack of issue emphasis can 

nullify the opposition’s actions, and bipartisanship appears to be inconsequential when the 

executive loses the vote. 

A Single Proposal 

In April 2017, I recruited 1,000 Mechanical Turk respondents, of which 941 completed 

the survey. Fewer respondents were recruited for this experiment as the goal was to test the 

robustness of the first experiment’s results—power analysis suggested that 1,000 respondents 

would be sufficient to reproduce the results of the prior experiment with greater than 80 percent 

power. In the survey, I provided respondents with a vignette about a hypothetical governor’s 

proposal to give teachers a bonus if their students score higher on a nationwide standardized test. 

This proposal was chosen because it has received support from prominent members of both 

parties, including President Obama and numerous Republican governors. The rest of the vignette  
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Figure 2.3. Survey Experiment Format—A Single Proposal 

 

Imagine you are a citizen of an American state in which the state’s governor, who is a Democrat 

(Republican), passed a law through the legislature that gives teachers a bonus if their students 

score higher on a nationwide standardized test. [Many/No] Republicans (Democrats) voted for 

this law, and they have campaigned on the promise to [improve/repeal] it if elected. 

 

We are interested in how likely you would be to vote for the governor’s reelection. How likely 

would you be to vote for the GOVERNOR? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor 

unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

We are also interested in how likely you would be to vote for legislative candidates of the two 

parties. How likely would you be to vote for the GOVERNOR’S PARTY’S LEGISLATIVE 

CANDIDATES? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

How likely would you be to vote for the OPPOSITION PARTY’S LEGISLATIVE 

CANDIDATES? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

remained the same as before. The politicians’ party affiliations were randomized, respondents 

were randomly assigned to learn that the proposal passed with or without bipartisan support, and 

the opposition campaigns on the promise to improve or repeal the law if elected. Figure 2.3 

presents the format of the experiment. 

Figure 2.4 shows the results. They provide support for the McConnell Hypothesis, but the 

effect is smaller than before and only marginally statistically significant (p < .10). In the 

bipartisanship treatment, the governor’s vote share was about six percentage points higher and 

the opposition’s was about six percentage points lower. While the effect is still appreciable, the 

findings indicate that an opposition party’s McConnell strategy loses some effectiveness when it 

lacks a sustained withholding of bipartisanship across multiple issues. And when checking for 

heterogeneous treatment effects among various demographics, the findings were not appreciably 

different (shown in the Appendix). 
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Figure 2.4. Experimental Results—A Single Proposal 

 
Note: Vote shares were calculated by aggregating the respondents who answered they were “likely” or “very likely” 

to vote for the respective politicians. In the No Bipartisanship treatment, the governor’s vote share was 37.8 percent 

and the opposition’s was 34.4 percent. In the Bipartisanship treatment, the governor’s vote share was 43.6 percent 

and the opposition’s was 28.9 percent. N = 941. Both treatment effects are statistically significant (two-tailed test) at 

the p < .10 level. 

 

Resistant Public Opinion and Lack of Issue Emphasis 

The third and final experiment tests the McConnell Hypothesis in a tough context for it to 

hold—a single proposal as before, resistant public opinion (the public strongly favors the 

proposal), and a lack of messaging that emphasizes the vote’s importance. I conducted this 

experiment in June 2016, before the other two, and I followed the pre-analysis plan I had  
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Figure 2.5. Survey Experiment Format—Resistant Public Opinion and Lack of Issue Emphasis 

 

(On the first screen): Imagine you are a citizen of an American state in which the state’s 

governor, who is a Democrat (Republican), has proposed to give teachers a bonus if their 

students score higher on a nationwide standardized test. A recent public opinion poll found that 

68% of voters support this proposal and 32% oppose it. The legislature 

[passed/passed/rejected/rejected] the governor’s proposal. All Democrats (Republicans) voted 

for it, [and many/but no/and several/but no] Republicans (Democrats) [also] voted for it. 

 

We are interested in how likely you would be to vote for the governor’s reelection. How likely 

would you be to vote for the GOVERNOR? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor 

unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

We are also interested in how likely you would be to vote for legislative candidates of the two 

parties. How likely would you be to vote for the GOVERNOR’S PARTY’S LEGISLATIVE 

CANDIDATES? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

How likely would you be to vote for the OPPOSITION PARTY’S LEGISLATIVE 

CANDIDATES? (Very unlikely, Unlikely, Neither likely nor unlikely, Likely, Very likely) 

 

(On the second screen): Thinking about the vote outcome from the previous screen, what 

percentage of legislators do you think voted for the governor’s proposal? (0 to 20 percent, 21 to 

40 percent, 41 to 60 percent, 61 to 80 percent, 81 to 100 percent) 

 

registered with Experiments in Governance and Politics (EGAP). I recruited 1,824 Mechanical 

Turk workers, of which 1,738 completed the survey. After learning about the governor’s 

proposal to give teachers a bonus for higher test scores, respondents learn that the proposal is 

popular among the state’s citizens. Finally, respondents were randomly assigned to learn that the 

bill passed or failed with bipartisan support or without bipartisan support (a 2x2 treatment 

design). Notably absent from the vignette is any partisan messaging that would emphasize the 

vote’s importance. To ensure that results are driven by bipartisanship and not only the total 

amount of support the bill received, a follow-up question was asked in which respondents 

reported what percentage of the legislature they perceived to support the bill. After respondents 

read the vignette, the survey asked them to rate how likely they would be to vote for the 

respective politicians in the next election. Figure 2.5 displays the format of the experiment. 
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Figure 2.6. Experimental Results— Resistant Public Opinion and Lack of Issue Emphasis 

 

 
Note: Vote shares were calculated by aggregating the respondents who answered they were “likely” or “very likely” 

to vote for the respective politicians. From left to right, vote shares for the governor were 44.9 percent, 46.9 percent, 

43.0 percent, and 46.0 percent. Vote shares for the opposition were 29.2 percent, 30.5 percent, 32.5 percent, and 

27.7 percent. N = 1,738. No differences are statistically significant. The perceived percentage of legislators voting in 

favor for each treatment was, from left to right, 3.07, 3.12, 3.51, and 3.67 (average using a five-point scale). 

 

 

Figure 2.6 reports the results. In general, they provide little support for the hypothesis. 

Regardless of whether the governor won or lost the vote on his proposal, his vote share was 

slightly higher in the bipartisanship treatments, but the difference is not statistically significant. 

Meanwhile, the opposition party received a slightly higher percentage of the vote when the 
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proposal failed and several of their members voted for it, counter to expectations though not 

statistically significant. When the proposal passed, the opposition’s vote share was lower in the 

bipartisanship treatment, but the difference is not significant. These findings were not 

appreciably different when checking for heterogeneous treatment effects among various 

demographics (shown in the Appendix). The results indicate that resistant public opinion and a 

lack of issue importance can nullify the McConnell Hypothesis. And bipartisanship appears to be 

inconsequential when the executive loses the vote. 

A Look at Copartisan Respondents 

The considerable difference between the first and last experiments’ results might lead us 

to question whether the experiments manipulate bipartisanship in a similar manner. To 

investigate, I analyze heterogeneous treatment effects among respondents who share the 

hypothetical governor’s party identification (i.e. Democratic respondents when the governor was 

Democratic and vice-versa for Republicans). Respondents with a committed party identification 

tend to vote more predictably in elections (Bartels 2000; Lewis-Beck et al. 2008). If respondents 

who share the governor’s party identification react similarly to bipartisanship across the two 

experiments, it will support the argument that the two experiments manipulate bipartisanship in a 

similar manner. Furthermore, if respondents who share the governor’s party identification punish 

him for bipartisanship, it may indicate that bipartisanship affects voting behavior primarily by 

signaling moderate ideology. This is because committed partisans tend to punish ideological 

defection. But if those respondents reward the governor for bipartisanship, it may indicate that 

bipartisanship affects voting behavior primarily by signaling higher valence. 

Table 2.1 reports the results of this procedure. We see that respondents who share the 

governor’s party identification punished him for bipartisanship in both experiments. In the first  
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Table 2.1. Vote Shares Among Respondents Who Share the Governor’s Party Identification 

 
 
  

 

 
 
 

 

 No Bipartisanship Bipartisanship No Bipartisanship Bipartisanship 

Governor 

Vote Share 
  85.5* 

(1.9) 
77.8* 
(2.3) 

Opposition 

Vote Share 
  6.3 

(1.3) 
7.2 

(1.4) 

N   352 333 

Governor 

Vote Share 

74.3 
(3.8) 

71.8 
(3.9) 

77.2* 
(3.6) 

65.1* 
(3.6) 

Opposition 

Vote Share 

6.7 
(2.2) 

11.5 
(2.8) 

3.7 
(1.6) 

8.6 
(2.1) 

N 136 131 136 175 
Note: The first experiment’s results are on top and the third experiment’s results are on bottom. Standard errors of 

vote shares are in parentheses. Vote shares with * are those with a statistically significant difference (p<.05, two-

tailed test) from their adjacent vote share. 
 

 

experiment, the governor had a 7.7 percentage point lower vote share, and this difference was 

statistically significant. In the last experiment, the governor had a 2.5 percentage point lower 

vote share when his proposal failed and a 12.1 percentage point lower vote share when his 

proposal passed. The latter difference was statistically significant. Since respondents who share 

the governor’s party identification reacted similarly to bipartisanship across the two experiments, 

the evidence suggests that both experiments manipulated bipartisanship in a similar manner. 

Furthermore, since committed partisans punished their copartisan governor’s bipartisanship, 

bipartisanship likely affects vote shares primarily by signaling a chief executive’s moderate 

ideology. Indeed, since bipartisanship improved the governor’s vote share overall, this support 

must have come from respondents who did not share his party affiliation. Those respondents 

likely rewarded the governor for signaling a more moderate ideology through bipartisanship, 

while respondents who shared the governor’s party affiliation punished him for the same. 

 

Vote Fails Vote Passes 
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Conclusion 

The experiments support the McConnell Hypothesis—opposition parties can gain vote 

share and chief executives can lose vote share when opposition parties withhold bipartisanship 

on the chief executive’s policy agenda. This evidence indicates that parties have incentives to 

play the blame game on chief executives’ proposals. They base their strategies on more than just 

the policy contents of proposals; they also consider their abilities to impact each other’s chances 

in the next election. This means that a considerable amount of the conflict we see in today’s 

politics is probably less than genuine, because parties have incentives to oppose each other’s 

policy ideas regardless of what those ideas are. However, the experiments also show that the 

McConnell Hypothesis has limits. It becomes less likely to hold when opposition parties lack a 

sustained withholding of bipartisanship across multiple agenda items, face resistant public 

opinion, and the issues on which they withhold bipartisanship lack importance. Future research 

should investigate these contingencies with observational data. On how many agenda items must 

an opposition party withhold bipartisanship to effectively swing vote shares? How favorable 

must public opinion be? And how much issue importance is required? 

The experiments also revealed that voters tend to interpret bipartisan leadership as a 

signal of moderate ideology, since the governor’s copartisan respondents punished him for 

bipartisanship. As Westwood (n.d.) found with bipartisan-sponsored legislation, voters tend to 

interpret bipartisanship as a signal of policy content more than a signal of valence or quality. The 

fact that the governor received a considerable reward for bipartisanship from voters overall may 

indicate that most voters want more ideologically moderate policy from government. Thus, this 

study provides further evidence of the paradox between growing ideological polarization in 

government and static ideological moderation among the electorate. Future research should 
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approach this paradox with a theoretic model—while we have much evidence of the paradox, we 

still lack much of an explanation. 

Future research might also investigate how politicians explain their vote decisions to their 

constituents. What tools, besides campaign messages, do chief executives have at their disposal 

to maximize the potential electoral benefit of a bipartisan legislative victory? How do opposition 

parties minimize the potential electoral damage from supporting the chief executive’s agenda? 

Perhaps more interesting, how do opposition parties justify voting down chief executives’ 

proposals even when their constituents favor those proposals? The answers to these questions 

will considerably advance our knowledge of contemporary interbranch bargaining. 

This study also sheds light on how politicians build their policy agendas. Legislatures can 

improve the chief executive’s reelection chances by passing his or her agenda with bipartisan 

support. This means that chief executives likely survey the range of issues on which bipartisan 

consensus is within reach and focus their agendas on those issues. They may base their 

legislative bargaining strategies on achieving some degree of bipartisanship on every vote with 

the goal of increasing the average amount of bipartisanship their proposals enjoy. We would 

expect chief executives to logroll agenda items on which bipartisanship is out of reach to 

minimize the number of party line votes. Conversely we would expect them to break apart the 

agenda items on which bipartisanship is feasible into as many votes as possible. Of course, 

today’s polarized political climate may make such agenda manipulation easier said than done.  
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Appendix to Chapter 2.  

 

A. Survey Demographics      

 First Second Third 

Number of Respondents 2,327 1,000 1,824 

Number of Completions 2,095 941 1,738 

Percent Democrat 47.2 43.4 46.6 

Percent Republican 18.1 17.8 18.2 

Percent Male 55.9 57.9 54.1 

Average Age 34.6 34.1 36.5 

Percent with College Degree 57.3 51.6 55.2 

Percent White 78.8 71.7 81.4 
 

B. A Range of Key Agenda Items Experiment Heterogeneous 

Treatment Effects 

Group 

No 

Bipartisanship Bipartisanship 

Independents 

 
31.3, 29.2 

 
61.9, 24.6 
(30.6, -4.6) 

Moderates 

 
35.2, 30.3 

 
66.3, 18.2 

(31.3, -12.1) 
Women 

 
43.9, 39.7 

 
60.5, 30.0 
(16.6, -9.7) 

Non-Whites 

 
45.6, 32.9 

 
59.1, 24.5 
(13.5, -8.4) 

College Degree 

 
44.4, 38.6 

 
64.6, 29.2 
(20.2, -9.4) 

35 & Up 

 
45.2, 40.8 

 
63.1, 33.3 
(17.9, -7.5) 

Overall 

  
42.3, 37.8 

 
61.9, 28.0 
(19.6, -9.8) 

Note: The table presents average vote shares for each group in the format of “Governor Vote Share, Opposition Vote 

Share.” Differences between “bipartisanship” and “no bipartisanship” treatment groups (i.e. treatment effects) are in 

parentheses. 
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B. A Single Issue Experiment Heterogeneous Treatment Effects 

Group 

No 

Bipartisanship Bipartisanship 

Independents 

 
36.5, 26.5 

 
39.9, 22.7 
(3.4, -3.8) 

Moderates 

 
38.0, 25.4 

 
46.0, 20.5 
(8.0, -4.9) 

Women 

 
37.1, 32.9 

 
38.3, 27.8 
(1.2, -5.1) 

Non-Whites 

 
38.8, 26.7 

 
53.4, 27.0 
(14.6, 0.3) 

College Degree 

 
34.5, 32.8 

 
44.0, 32.1 
(9.5, -0.7) 

35 & Up 

 
38.4, 38.0 

 
43.8, 33.9 
(5.4, -4.1) 

Overall 

  
37.8, 34.4 

 
43.6, 28.9 
(5.8, -5.5) 

Note: The table presents average vote shares for each group in the format of “Governor Vote Share, Opposition Vote 

Share.” Differences between “bipartisanship” and “no bipartisanship” treatment groups (i.e. treatment effects) are in 

parentheses. 
 

D. Resistant Public Opinion and Lack of Issue Importance Experiment Heterogeneous 

Treatment Effects 

     

Group 

No 

Bipartisanship Bipartisanship 

No 

Bipartisanship Bipartisanship 

Independents 

 
38.9, 21.1 

 
45.2, 24.7 
(6.3, 3.6) 

37.1, 25.5 
 

42.1, 21.1 
(5.0, -4.4) 

Moderates 

 
47.9, 24.4 

 
45.9, 24.6 
(-2.0, .2) 

44.9, 23.2 
 

48.0, 22.9 
(3.1, -.3) 

Women 

 
45.4, 27.0 

 
46.0, 31.8 
(.6, 4.8) 

40.6, 35.2 
 

43.1, 29.3 
(2.5, -5.9) 

Non-Whites 

 
40.5, 32.5 

 
47.9, 24.2 
(7.4, -8.3) 

45.7, 26.1 
 

47.5, 21.6 
(1.8, -4.5) 

College Degree 

 
45.0, 31.0 

 
48.2, 28.6 
(3.2, -2.4) 

44.4, 34.8 
 

43.0, 32.2 
(-1.4, -2.6) 

35 & Up 

 
42.6, 31.5 

 
46.6, 43.9 
(4.0, 12.4) 

47.5, 40.0 
 

55.6, 25.0 
(8.1, -15.0) 

Overall 

 
44.9, 29.2 

 
46.9, 30.5 
(2.0, 1.3) 

43.0, 32.5 
 

46.0, 27.7 
(3.0, -4.8) 

Note: The table presents average vote shares for each group in the format of “Governor Vote Share, Opposition Vote 

Share.” Differences between “bipartisanship” and “no bipartisanship” treatment groups (i.e. treatment effects) are in 

parentheses. 

  

Vote Fails Vote Passes 
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Measuring Partisan Message Cohesion in the 

U.S. House of Representatives 

 
 

 

 Abstract. Previous research suspects that cohesive messaging strategies can help parties 

win voters’ support (Sellers 2010; Zaller 1992). However, no previous study has systematically 

tested this claim, because no systematic measure of partisan message cohesion exists. In this 

paper I argue that partisan message cohesion on a vote in Congress can be effectively measured 

with the percentage of “partisan words” that a member used in his or her floor speech on that 

vote. To identify partisan words, I use text-as-data techniques to uncover the words one party 

was most likely to use more than the other. I validate the measure with a qualitative investigation 

of how members use partisan words and an analysis of the measure’s descriptive statistics. The 

measure reveals that message cohesion rewards parties with greater electoral success and 

approval ratings, and members strategically vary their message cohesion as a rational response to 

different scenarios. The evidence suggests that the measure can be effectively used in a variety of 

applications.  
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 Message cohesion is valuable to political parties because it helps them manipulate public 

opinion. Most voters’ opinions stem from elites’ messages through a process called “Receive-

Accept-Sample” (Zaller 1992; Lenz 2012; Bartels 2002), in which voters receive political 

messages, decide whether to accept them, and sample from accepted messages to form their own 

opinions. It follows from this model that when voters accept disjointed messages, as they may 

when their party’s members in Congress employ a disjointed messaging strategy, they are less 

likely to adopt a solidified opinion. Instead, unified messaging strategies are more likely to 

translate into opinion adoption. And opinion adoption is more likely to result in a party’s success 

in lawmaking and at the ballot box. For example, in 2005 Democrats successfully stopped 

President Bush’s social security proposal when they unified around talking points, claiming that 

Bush wished to “privatize” social security and force Americans to “gamble” their futures (Sellers 

2010, 96-97). Or consider Republicans’ 1994 Contract with America, which essentially provided 

Republican candidates a common list of talking points and helped propel them to their first 

House majority in 40 years (Groeling 2010, 16-18). Perhaps the most obvious recent example of 

successful message cohesion is Donald Trump’s presidential campaign. Despite accusations of 

vapidity, Trump tirelessly repeated his slogans of “make America great again,” “build the wall”, 

and “drain the swamp” without providing much detail about his strategy. What his messaging 

lacked in specifics, it made up for in effectiveness, as Trump defeated Hillary Clinton in a 

surprise upset. The value of cohesive messaging no doubt explains why parties usually mount 

such vigorous efforts to maintain it. 

 Parties may use cohesive messaging to manipulate public opinion to their advantage. But 

despite the importance of cohesive messaging to parties’ success, parties often waver in their 

commitments to message unity, even when their voting unity remains strong. For example, only 
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four House Democrats voted in favor of President Bush’s 2003 tax cuts, but their messaging 

strategy lacked cohesion and they failed to stop Bush’s proposal (Sellers 2010, 97). And as we 

will see, the vote with the least message cohesion in this study is Republicans on the 2009 

passage of the Affordable Care Act, even though all but one of them voted against it. What 

explains this variance in partisan message cohesion? Can we verify that greater message 

cohesion results in greater electoral success? To answer these questions, we first need a 

systematic, quantitative measure of partisan message cohesion. But until now, no study has 

developed one. 

 In this paper I argue that partisan message cohesion for a member on a vote can be 

effectively measured with the percentage of “partisan words” that a member used in his or her 

floor speech on that vote. By partisan words, I mean the words that are most reflective of a 

party’s coordinated talking points for a vote.22 The paper proceeds as follows. First, I explain the 

procedure. A major advantage is that it can be quickly applied to any set of political messages. 

Second, I validate the measure qualitatively by showing how members used partisan words as 

talking points in their speeches. Third, I examine the measure’s descriptive statistics, finding that 

party leaders have some of the highest cohesion scores and the votes with minimum, median, and 

maximum cohesion for each party comport with conventional wisdom. Fourth, I examine the 

determinants of message cohesion and find that members strategically vary their message 

cohesion as a rational response to different scenarios. Fifth, I examine the relationship between 

message cohesion, election results, and approval ratings, finding that cohesion indeed rewards 

                                                 
22 As the goal is to measure usage of talking points, one might argue that the full talking point phrases should be 

used rather than just the key words from those talking points. The problem with that approach is that members often 

change the talking point phrases, when they say them, in minor ways that leave the meaning intact. While members 

are likely to say the same key words, they are less likely to say the same articles, prepositions, and other less 

important words. For this reason, I use the percentage of partisan words rather than the percentage of talking point 

phrases. 
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parties with higher vote shares and approval ratings. I conclude with a discussion of avenues for 

future research. 

Data and Methods 

 To identify partisan words, I use a word’s term frequency-inverse document frequency 

(TF-IDF) score.23 Words with higher TF-IDF scores are words that a speech used frequently 

while other speeches used rarely—they are the words that make the speech unique from the other 

speeches. In our case, they are the words Democrats were more likely to use than Republicans 

and Republicans were more likely to use than Democrats. I explain the procedure below. The 

data consist of 2,669 speeches on Congressional Quarterly Key Votes during the 109th through 

112th Congresses, from 2005 to 2012. I collected all substantive (not procedural), spoken (not 

inserted after the fact) speeches in the Congressional Record for each vote. I omitted votes where 

a party had fewer than three speakers, and I used Key Votes because they are more likely to be 

covered in the media, a necessary condition for voters receiving members’ messages (Groeling 

2010). Also, these years are equally split between Democratic and Republican control of 

Congress, Democratic and Republican control of the presidency, and divided and unified 

government. 

To calculate TF-IDF scores, I first stemmed the words of the speeches free of suffixes 

and then transformed the speeches into term-document matrices (TDMs) for each vote. TDMs 

have every unique word of the speeches as a row, every speech as a column, and counts of each 

word for each speech in the cells. Second, I summed all copartisan columns (i.e. all copartisan 

speeches) into one, single column and combined this column with all opposing-party speeches 

for each vote. In other words, I made two new TDMs: one with all Democratic speeches in a 

                                                 
23 For details on calculating TF-IDF scores, see Monroe, Colaresi, and Quinn (2008). 
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single column and the Republican speeches in the other columns, and one with all Republican 

speeches in a single column and the Democratic speeches in the other columns. Finally, I 

calculated TF-IDF scores for the two TDMs and used the 20 highest-scoring words for each 

respective party column to identify partisan words.24 

TF-IDF scores have been widely employed as a means of identifying a document’s most 

important words (Monroe, Colaresi, and Quinn 2008, 381), but they come with limitations. The 

most important one is that we cannot estimate their precision—they have no sampling 

distribution. A model-based approach to identifying partisan words solves this problem (Monroe, 

Colaresi, and Quinn 2008), but using a model-based approach for any given vote requires much 

more data than the floor speeches on that vote contain. For example, the average number of 

speakers on a vote by party for the years in this study is only 20. Since the speeches would be 

used as observations in a model-based approach, the highest number of partisan words we could 

hope to identify would be a number considerably smaller. We could get around this problem by 

bringing in speeches members made elsewhere, but it is difficult to tell whether speeches made 

off the House floor pertain to any one vote. To ensure that TF-IDF scores return meaningfully 

partisan words, let us examine the results they provide. 

Qualitative Validation 

First, consider the vote with the most speeches in the data: Republicans’ first vote to 

repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in January 2011, which had 134 Republican speakers and 

99 Democratic speakers. Using TF-IDF scores from the above procedure, the top Republican 

words were govern-, obamacar-, mandat-, cost-, and replac-. Already we can tell that these words 

reflect typical Republican arguments about the size of government, problems with the individual 

                                                 
24 On some votes, ties between words with the same TF-IDF score led to more than 20 words being labeled as 

partisan words. 
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mandate, the growing cost of health care, and the need to replace the law with a Republican 

version. Republicans also tended to refer to the law as “Obamacare.” To further check that the 

procedure identified partisan words, let us examine some speeches from members who used the 

words. Republicans Geoff Davis (R-KY) and Wally Herger (R-CA) used all of the above words 

in their speeches as well as many of the other Republican words for the vote. Davis used 85 

percent of Republican partisan words and Herger used 75 percent. Talking about the growing 

size of government, Davis argued: “This government takeover of our health care system will not 

improve access to health care or lower costs for families and small businesses” (Congressional 

Record 2011, H295; hereafter CR). Meanwhile, Herger claimed that “no one truly believes that a 

new trillion-dollar government entitlement is the solution to a deficit crisis caused by reckless 

spending” (CR 2011, H293). Talking about problems with the individual mandate, Davis cited 

that “The National Federation of Independent Business has found the employer mandate alone 

will cost 1.6 million jobs” (CR 2011, H295), and Herger reported that a business in his district 

was “facing a staggering $1.7 million in costs from the new health care mandates” (CR 2011, 

H293). Talking about the growing cost of health care, Davis said that the ACA failed at 

“addressing the key drivers of health care costs” (CR 2011, H295) while Herger asserted that 

“Republicans are committed to advancing genuine reforms that reduce the cost of health care” 

(CR 2011, H295). It is clear that the procedure accurately identified Republican partisan words 

for this vote. 

It is also clear that the procedure accurately identified Democratic partisan words, though 

at first glance some of the identified words might seem inaccurate. The top Democratic words 

were her-, insur-, she-, republican-, and would-. We can imagine that Democrats talked about the 

need to regulate insurance companies and the missteps of the new Republican majority, but what 
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about the other words? When we examine Democrats’ usage of these words, we find clear 

evidence of talking points. Consider the speeches of Democrats Sander Levin (D-MI) and Robert 

Andrews (D-NJ), who both used 75 percent of Democratic partisan words. From their speeches, 

we can infer that Democrats made an effort to highlight how women would be adversely affected 

by repeal. Using her- and she-, Levin reported that “One mother in my district…said she has 

been anxious about her daughter’s health insurance since she was diagnosed with diabetes at age 

3. [She] and others like her no longer have to worry about their children being denied coverage” 

(CR 2011, H292). Meanwhile Andrews related that “A pregnant woman who has a very difficult 

pregnancy and gives birth to a child with severe impairments that cost hundreds of thousands of 

dollars each month, the law says, and we say, that the insurance company should be legally 

obligated to pay her bills as long as she and her baby need it, no lifetime policy limits. But a vote 

for repeal says she’s on her own” (CR 2011, H263). Regarding would-, Democrats used it to 

describe what would happen if the ACA were repealed. Levin claimed that “Repealing it would 

have real-life consequences for millions of Americans” (CR 2011, H292). Andrews left this 

partisan word out of his speech, but another Democratic member who used 75 percent of partisan 

words, Henry Waxman (D-CA), reported that “In my own district, repeal would mean over 

50,000 constituents would lose protections against rescissions” (CR 2011, H276). Gene Green 

(D-TX), who also used 75 percent of partisan words, echoed that “Repeal, H.R. 2, would be a 

major setback to what we’re trying to do in our own district” (CR 2011, H279). 

Members who used more partisan words on the ACA repeal vote had more cohesive 

messaging, and members who used fewer partisan words had less cohesive messaging. For 

example, Republican Tom Cole (R-OK) touched on the growing size of government. But instead 

of using that talking point explicitly, he described “The creation of dozens of boards, agencies, 
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and commissions with rulemaking authority” (CR 2011, H213) in some detail. Similarly, Cole 

called the law “fiscally irresponsible and unsustainable” (CR 2011, H213) without referencing 

talking points about cost. The other arguments he made referenced the law’s low approval 

ratings and questioned its constitutionality, but only the latter of those arguments included 

Republican partisan words for the vote. As a result, Cole only used 15 percent of Republican 

partisan words in his speech. 

Other members with low usage of partisan words tailored their speeches around narrow 

arguments. For example, Democrat Karen Bass (D-CA) only used 5 percent of partisan words. 

Her speech countered the Republican argument that the ACA reduced employment, but that is 

the only argument she made. She left the other Democratic arguments out of her speech (CR 

2011, H270). Earl Blumenauer (D-OR) took a similar approach, countering Republican talking 

points like “government takeover of health care” (CR 2011, H296) while not advancing other 

Democratic talking points. As a result, he only used 10 percent of Democratic partisan words. 

Although Bass and Blumenauer did not depart from the Democratic message, they focused on 

only one or two talking points. By failing to reinforce the other Democratic talking points, they 

potentially weakened the success of the Democratic message. 

TF-IDF scores accurately measured partisan cohesion on the vote to repeal the ACA, but 

what about other votes? Table 3.1 provides the top three partisan words for all 67 votes in the 

data. For the most part, we see words that make sense. For example, on the 2005 Central 

American Free Trade Agreement, Democrats focused on the need to protect workers from unfair 

labor practices, while Republicans countered that free trade promotes democracy around the 

world and protectionism leads to tariffs and higher taxes. However, how could “you” be a  
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Table 3.1. Top Partisan Words, 2005-2012  

Vote Year Speakers Democratic Words Republican Words 

Immigration Standards  2005 37 republican, waiv, been licens, driver, can 

Schiavo Medical Care 2005 49 court, you, decis she, her, terri 

House Rules 2005 22 task, forc, repres due, think, fair 

Embryonic Stem Cell Research 2005 80 them, line, nation you, embryo, human 

Central American Free Trade 
Agreement 

2005 53 protect, labor, worker you, democraci, tariff 

Energy Policy 2005 30 taxpay, which, drill titl, product, massachusett 

Surface Transportation 
Reauthorization 

2005 15 invest, transport, histori staff, especi, some 

Endangered Species Act 
Overhaul 

2005 28 which, pesticid, fli properti, landown, issu 

Lobbying and Ethics Overhaul 2006 18 republican, washington, corrupt veri, good, earmark 

Tax Reconciliation 2006 25 you, billion, countri busi, reconcili, small 

Iraq War Resolution 2006 170 billion, administr, plan freedom, enemi, terrorist 

Embryonic Stem Cell Research 2006 33 american, hope, god life, dollar, debat 

United States-India Nuclear 
Agreements 

2006 18 pakistan, can, congress need, agreement, more 

Pension Overhaul 2006 22 opportun, kind, miss work, act, promis 

Border Fencing 2006 25 republican, comprehens, reform step, also, control 

Parental Notification 2006 12 her, she, confid parent, notif, requir 

Warrantless Electronic 
Surveillance 

2006 28 warrantless, amend, warrant keep, terrorist, how 

Eminent Domain 2006 10 local, say, you then, support, gentleman 

Minimum Wage Increase 2007 79 time, poverti, day busi, small, would 

Fiscal 2007 Supplemental 2007 17 account, american, home command, spend, away 

Fiscal 2008 Appropriations--
Donated Contraceptives 

2007 23 contracept, pregnanc, lowey polici, taxpay, unborn 

Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Revisions 

2007 34 liberti, civil, constitut technolog, war, phone 

Children's Health Insurance 2007 37 our, presid, chip adult, polit, should 

Water Resources Development 2007 18 cost, hurrican, communiti hous, heard, from 

U.S.-Peru Free Trade 
Agreement 

2007 41 labor, were, they export, percent, market 

Mortgage Lending Overhaul 2007 22 innov, communiti, north believ, legisl, under 

Energy Policy 2007 25 legisl, his, secur oppos, corn, cost 

Alternative Minimum Tax 
Adjustment 

2007 24 children, has, debt increas, major, taxpay 

Economic Stimulus 2008 45 million, middl, class say, depreci, invest 

Colombia Trade 'Fast-Track' 
Requirements 

2008 25 bill, peopl, concern would, agreement, tariff 

Global HIV/AIDs Program 
Reauthorization 

2008 15 chairman, hiv, develop american, amend, day 

Tobacco Products Regulation 2008 16 they, day, kid suspens, should, how 

Mental Health Parity 2008 17 that, famili, jim chemic, time, island 
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Mortgage-Backed Securities 
Buyout 

2008 55 gentleman, foreclosur, homeown market, talk, more 

Children's Health Insurance 2009 28 legisl, million, access you, incom, requir 

Economic Stimulus 2009 43 provid, their, health spend, you, hous 

Tobacco Regulation 2009 10 was, this, congress regard, speech, amend 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2009 106 chairman, act, support tax, china, you 

Food Safety Overhaul 2009 10 peopl, american, protect continu, could, emeritus 

Car Voucher Program Funding 2009 20 make, veri, economi govern, out, one 

Student Loan Overhaul 2009 24 invest, school, them govern, plan, elimin 

Health Care Overhaul 2009 164 insur, coverag, act govern, trillion, tax 

Health Care Overhaul 2010 86 insur, coverag, condit govern, state, you 

Campaign Finance Disclosure 2010 17 money, support, expenditur amend, unconstitut, deal 

Financial Regulatory Overhaul 2010 35 chairman, institut, gentleman bailout, govern, job 

Supplemental Appropriations 2010 13 afghanistan, will, includ back, spend, delay 

Offshore Drilling Regulation 
Overhaul 

2010 32 conserv, legisl, resourc job, tax, more 

Medicaid and Education 
Assistance 

2010 24 educ, school, governor spend, defens, bailout 

U.S. Trade Currency Policy 2010 29 support, for, countri polici, administr, concern 

Fiscal 2010 Intelligence 
Authorization 

2010 12 that, activ, secur terror, thing, them 

NASA Reauthorization 2010 15 senat, educ, about administr, america, they 

Health Care Overhaul Law 
Repeal 

2011 233 her, insur, she govern, obamacar, mandat 

Fiscal 2011 Appropriations--F-
35 Alternative Engine 

2011 16 about, carrier, which f35, strike, been 

EPA Greenhouse Gas 
Regulation 

2011 22 scienc, health, pollut regul, agricultur, cost 

Fiscal 2012 Budget Resolution 2011 63 republican, senior, health spend, govern, trillion 

Patriot Act Extensions 2011 9 govern, surveil, power attack, continu, phone 

Use of Ground Forces in Libya 2011 20 vote, now, that nation, how, peopl 

Patent Overhaul 2011 17 amend, manag, you america, ensur, constitut 

Debt Limit 2011 28 educ, never, invest problem, increas, spend 

South Korea, Colombia, and 
Panama Trade Agreements 

2011 15 plan, labor, human veri, opportun, yield 

Abortion Funding in Health 
Care Law 

2011 36 women, republican, insur unborn, support, children 

Balanced-Budget Amendment 2011 100 cut, social, benefit washington, trillion, debt 

Payroll Tax Relief Extension 2012 18 employe, insur, feder spectrum, spend, govern 

Fiscal 2013 Budget Resolution 2012 58 valu, break, cut debt, presid, govern 

Student Loan Interest Rates 2012 29 they, big, way support, young, secretari 

Holder Contempt Resolution 2012 21 republican, floor, gun depart, inform, answer 

Repeal of Health Care Overhaul 2012 148 republican, insur, benefit obamacar, tax, law 
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Republican partisan word? Once again, the speeches reveal evidence of talking points, as 

Republicans criticized the Democratic position on the bill by addressing their remarks to 

Democrats. For example, Clay Shaw (R-FL), who used 75 percent of Republican partisan words, 

stated: “They have democracies now, they are capitalistic systems, and they are working towards 

being a part of this hemisphere. And my colleagues want to kick them in the teeth? They are also 

supporting us in our war against terror in Iraq, and that is not an easy lift for all of these 

countries, I can tell you that” (CR 2005, H6914). Bill Thomas (R-CA), who used 65 percent of 

Republican partisan words, was no less blunt: 

Just let me say that you must be very proud, as you just indicated, to advocate for your  

side to vote ‘‘no’’ on democracy, ‘‘no’’ to jobs in their own country, ‘‘yes’’ to continued 

poverty, and ‘‘yes’’ to a threat to fragile democracies, because that is what this vote is. 

And it really is a sad night for your once proud, aggressive party, which has a lot of 

words and no action for people in need. (CR 2005, H6895) 

 

Of course, it is likely that not every use of the word “you” was part of a Republican 

talking point. The same is true for other words in Table 3.1 that are often considered to be “stop” 

words, common words like “the” that lack much substantive meaning. However, it would be a 

mistake to exclude these words from the procedure, because they were clearly part of talking 

points at least some of the time. Thus, I choose to leave these words in the list. But there is 

clearly a potential for measurement error from non-talking-point usage of partisan words, and I 

address this problem in three ways. First, I only count usage of a partisan word once rather than 

the total number of times a member used it. Second, all partisan words are given equal weight in 

the measure. Third, as a robustness check, I recalculated the measure with stop words removed 

and found that the two measures correlated at .95. 
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Finally, a possible limitation of using floor speeches to measure partisan message 

cohesion is that voters may be less likely to receive floor speeches than other forms of 

communication, like interviews, press conferences, and press releases, because speeches may be  

less likely to receive media coverage. Indeed, message cohesion loses its importance when voters 

do not receive the message. However, floor speeches are usually the original source material for 

other forms of communication. In press conferences following a vote, members usually repeat 

the same talking points they had stated on the floor. And members’ press releases about the vote, 

usually intended for use by media outlets in their constituencies, often include the text of their 

floor speeches (Grimmer 2013). In general, members tend to repeat the same content across 

multiple forms of communication (Casas and Morar 2015), so floor speeches can accurately 

reflect a member’s messaging strategy. 

Descriptive Statistics 

Before investigating message cohesion’s determinants and whether cohesion predicts 

greater electoral success, let us explore the measure’s descriptive statistics. Figure 3.1 provides 

histograms of the measure, showing the distribution of average cohesion scores by member and 

by vote. Both histograms reveal a roughly normal distribution, centered around .40 to .50 with a 

standard deviation of around .10. The Members histogram shows that Democratic and 

Republican floor leaders have cohesion scores near the upper tail of the distribution. We would 

expect party leaders to be more likely to toe the party messaging line, and the measure supports 

this expectation. 

The Votes histogram reveals which votes had minimum, median, and maximum cohesion 

for each party. For Democrats those votes were the 2008 Mortgage-Backed Securities Buyout, 

the 2007 Alternative Minimum Tax Adjustment, and the Fiscal 2010 Intelligence Authorization,  
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Figure 3.1. Histograms of Average Cohesion Scores by Member and Vote, 2005-2012 

  
Note: For the Members histogram, the mean is .445 and the standard deviation is .136. For the Votes histogram, the 

mean is .508 and the standard deviation is .086. The Votes histogram also shows the votes with minimum, median, 

and maximum average cohesion score for each party. 

 

 

respectively. This hierarchy of votes comports with conventional wisdom on issues important to 

Democrats—the issues that Democrats “owned” (Petrocik 1996). The 2008 bill, also known as 

the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), attempted to rescue failing financial institutions in 

the face of an impending economic collapse. The proposed solution to the extraordinary crisis, 

on a Republican-owned issue area, divided Democrats. On the other hand, the 2010 bill sought to 

increase transparency in the intelligence community, an issue that Democrats had pushed since 

the Bush years. Finally, the 2007 bill extended a Republican-backed tax cut, a more 

commonplace issue for Democrats. For Republicans, the votes with minimum, median, and 

maximum cohesion were the 2009 Health Care Overhaul, the 2011 Patent Overhaul, and the 

2011 Patriot Act Extensions. The latter two of these votes comports with conventional wisdom 

on issues important to Republicans. While Democrats had opposed expanded intelligence 

operations since the Bush years, Republicans had championed them. And intellectual property 

rights is generally a Republican-owned issue. It is less easy to explain the appearance of the 
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health care bill, but issue familiarity seems important. The 2009 bill was the first nationalized 

health care system the House had ever enacted. While Republicans staunchly opposed it, they 

lacked much experience coordinating around talking points. However, by 2011 they honed their 

coordination, as evident from the above qualitative validation.25 

Explaining Message Cohesion 

With the measure validated, we turn to explaining variation in partisan message cohesion. 

There is surprisingly little previous research on the subject. What research we do have usually 

relates message cohesion to vote cohesion and stops there. In Congress, variance in floor 

speeches tends to track variance in roll-call votes, though speeches may offer a better measure of 

political phenomena than votes (Quinn et al. 2010; Monroe, Colaresi, and Quinn 2008; 

Schonhardt-Bailey 2008, 2005). Indeed, intraparty disagreements over the contents of roll-call 

votes likely spill over into the floor debate, so vote cohesion should be an important predictor of 

message cohesion. 

 To draw hypotheses about message cohesion beyond vote cohesion, I examine the 

literature on how members make vote decisions. In particular, members with similar ideologies 

should have higher message cohesion (Krehbiel 1998; Poole and Rosenthal 2007). Also, a 

party’s brand should help their members coordinate around a unified message. Previous research 

on European legislators reveals that message cohesion tends to increase when a party’s branding 

of the issue is more relevant to their electoral success (Proksch and Slapin 2012). In America, 

there is considerable evidence that party brands are relevant to legislators’ electoral success (Cox 

and McCubbins 1993). Indeed, parties have more experience communicating issues that they 

“own” (Petrocik 1996; Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen 2003), so issue ownership should increase 

                                                 
25 Republicans’ average message cohesion score on the 2011 ACA repeal vote was .3843, up from .3327 on the 

2009 ACA vote. 
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message cohesion. Another potential driver of message cohesion is the president. Party 

polarization increases when the president prioritizes an issue in Congress (Baker 2016; Lee 

2009; Lebo and O’Geen 2011). Hoping to impact the outcome of the next election, the 

president’s party attempts to improve his record and the opposition attempts to damage his 

record through their actions on his agenda. However, voters may punish members when they 

deviate from their normal, established behavior (Canes-Wrone, Brady, and Cogan 2002). In 

order to minimize the potential backlash from their especially polarized behavior on presidential 

priorities, members should have lower message cohesion as they tailor their messaging to their 

districts rather than the party line. On the other hand, minority-party status should unify parties’ 

messaging. Members of the minority party often place a return to majority-party status above all 

other goals, while majority members’ goals tend to be more fragmented as they focus on the 

various policy changes they wish to implement (Lee 2016). The common mindset among 

minority party members should lead them to unify their messaging strategy as a tool to help win 

back chamber control. Finally, legislators often dissent from their party in order to benefit 

electorally, usually at the expense of their party’s electoral success (Carson et al. 2010; Kam 

2009). It follows that messaging dissent should be more likely when a member faces a tougher 

reelection campaign. 

 To test these hypotheses, I operationalize a member’s ideological conformity with the 

absolute distance between his or her DW-NOMINATE score and the average score among his or 

her copartisan speakers.26 To code owned issues, I use Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen’s (2003) 

criteria. The measure of presidential priorities comes from Baker (2016), who uses the 

standardized number of lines the president gave a vote’s issue topic in his most recent State of 

                                                 
26 Data on DW-NOMINATE scores are available at voteview.com. 
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the Union. Finally, I operationalize a member’s electoral safety with their two-party vote share in 

the most recent election.27 I model members’ cohesion scores with linear regression. To correct 

for dependence among repeated observations of the same member, I include a random effect for 

each member. I chose to use random effects rather than fixed effects because a number of 

members only spoke on a single vote, and fixed effects would perfectly explain those members’ 

speeches. 

 Table 3.2 reports the results, and the model finds support for the hypotheses. Members 

who vote with their party have about 4 percent higher cohesion, and ideologically similar 

members have about 2 percent higher cohesion. On party-owned issues, members have about 5 

percent higher cohesion, but members have about 1 percent lower cohesion on presidential 

priorities. Members of the minority party have about 2 percent higher cohesion, and electorally 

safe members have about 1 percent higher cohesion. All of these effects are statistically 

significant. While they might seem small, data in the next section will show that they are quite 

large. Regardless, the model indicates that members make systematic decisions about their 

messaging in ways that we might expect. They increase their partisan cohesion in safe 

situations—when they vote with their party, share a similar ideology with their copartisan 

speakers, speak on an issue their party owns, share a common minority mindset, and face an 

easier reelection bid. But they decrease their partisan cohesion in vulnerable situations, like on 

presidential priorities, when they have some explaining to do to their districts. Future research 

might think of ways to test whether these effects have causal validity. 

 

 

                                                 
27 Data on members’ vote shares are available from the Federal Election Commission at http://www.fec.gov/pubrec/ 

electionresults.shtml. 
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Table 3.2. Determinants of Partisan Message Cohesion, 2005-2012 (Random Effects 

Linear Regression) 

  Coefficient Marginal Effect Max Marginal Effect 

Voted with Party .0427* 

(.0135) 

.043 
 

Ideological Similarity .2015* 

(.0556) 

.017 .108 

Owned Issue .0451* 

(.0075) 

.045 
 

Presidential Importance -.0064* 

(.0021) 

-.011 -.034 

Minority Party .0239* 

(.0077) 

.024 
 

Electoral Safety .0747* 

(.0328) 

.010 .037 

Constant .3665* 

(.0285) 

  

Random Intercept Variance .0059   

N 2,596   
Note: The dependent variable is the percentage of partisan words that a member included in his or her floor speech 

on a Key Vote. Random intercept for each member included. Standard errors are in parentheses. All tests of 

statistical significance are two-tailed. * p<.05. Marginal effects are a standard deviation for continuous variables and 

1-0 for dichotomous variables. Max marginal effects are the difference between the maximum independent variable 

value and the minimum independent variable value. 

 

Message Cohesion and Electoral Success 

Members systematically vary their message cohesion in response to different strategic 

situations, but does this make any difference for them? Does higher partisan message cohesion  

result in greater electoral success? To investigate, Figure 3.2 displays Republicans’ and 

Democrats’ two-party national vote shares (aggregate national vote) in elections between 2006 

and 2012 plotted against their average message cohesion during those years. In the regression 

model, I also include a random effect for each party. We see a clear, positive relationship. Higher 

message cohesion rewards parties with greater electoral success. In fact, the model indicates that 

a four percentage point increase in average cohesion leads to about a six percentage point 

increase in vote shares. In light of these results, the rather small effects of independent variables 

in the previous section now seem quite large. For example, presidential importance might lower  
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Figure 3.2. Partisan Message Cohesion and Vote Shares, 2005-2012 

 
Note: The dependent variable is a party’s national aggregate two-party vote share in House elections. The 

independent variable is a party’s average message cohesion during a biennium. Random intercept for each party 

included. Coefficient = 148.56, Standard Error = 38.88, p < .05. All tests of statistical significance are two-tailed. 

 

members’ message cohesion by a percentage point, but that could then lead their party’s vote 

share to fall by nearly 2 percentage points. And speaking on an owned issue might increase  

members’ message cohesion by 5 percentage points, but that could then lead their party’s vote 

share to grow by nearly 8 percentage points. 

Higher message cohesion rewards parties with greater electoral success, but there are 

some limitations to this finding that deserve further scrutiny. First, the model relies on just eight 

observations. Second, observations of the dependent variable are by definition dependent on each 

other—in two-party vote shares, one party’s gain is the other party’s loss. To get around these 

problems, I turn to parties’ quarterly approval ratings. Approval ratings provide many more 
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observations than vote shares, and one party’s approval rating is not necessarily dependent on the 

other’s. Using polls from a variety of organizations, I calculated each party’s average quarterly 

approval rating.28 To remove autocorrelation due to time, I analyze change in quarterly approval 

ratings. And I omitted parties’ fourth quarter approval ratings of election years as these contain 

lame-duck sessions (Jenkins and Nokken 2008). Once again, I include a random effect for each 

party in the regression model. Figure 3.3 reports the results. We see a positive, marginally 

statistically significant (p < .10) relationship. Parties with higher message cohesion have higher 

changes in their quarterly approval ratings. The relationship is weaker than with vote shares, 

possibly due to the more volatile nature of approval ratings. Indeed, a four percentage point 

increase in average cohesion leads the change in a party’s approval rating to improve by about a 

percentage point. But regardless, the data show that message cohesion can improve a party’s 

support among the public. 

Conclusion 

 Message cohesion can be effectively measured with the percentage of partisan words a 

member uses on a vote. This paper has validated the measure through qualitative exploration of 

how members use partisan words and analysis of the measure’s descriptive statistics. Members 

strategically vary their message cohesion as a rational response to different scenarios. Cohesion 

is higher when members vote with their party, share a similar ideology with their copartisan 

speakers, speak on an issue their party owns, share a common minority mindset, and face an 

easier reelection bid. But cohesion is lower on presidential priorities. Finally, message cohesion 

pays off for parties, as it rewards them with higher vote shares and approval ratings. 

 

 

                                                 
28 Congressional party approval ratings are available at pollingreport.com. 
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Figure 3.3. Partisan Message Cohesion and Change in Quarterly Approval Ratings, 2005-2012 

 
Note: The dependent variable is the change in a party’s quarterly approval rating. The independent variable is a 

party’s average message cohesion during a quarter. Random intercept for each party included. Coefficient = 13.36, 

Standard Error = 7.15, p < .10, N = 35. All tests of statistical significance are two-tailed. 

 

This study demonstrated those relationships, but it did little to explore causality. Future 

research should verify the vote share and approval findings with an experiment, leveraging 

random assignment to untangle the causal arrow. While this is a relatively straightforward task,  

untangling causality in the determinants of message cohesion will require some creativity. 

Perhaps future research can find some exogenous sources of variation for the determinants, and 

instrumental variable analysis will provide causal insight. For example, issue ownership 

sometimes depends on the recent performance of the presidential party. If recent performance 

depends on events outside of the party’s control, then those events could be effectively used in 

an instrumental variable analysis. 
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Future research should also apply the measure to different kinds of messages. Legislative 

message cohesion is important to American politics, but so is legislative-executive, legislator-

lobbyist, and legislator-constituent message cohesion. And of course, these relationships also 

matter in other countries. Perhaps Proksch and Slapin’s (2012) comparative analysis of speech 

counts could be reevaluated using an analysis of speech contents. This paper provides a quick 

and easy way to do so. 

Finally, future research should use the measure to evaluate the role the media plays in 

delivering messages to voters. Is the media more likely to report parties’ talking points when 

parties are more cohesive? Does the media accurately describe cohesive parties as cohesive, or 

does cohesive partisan messaging become artificially disjointed as it travels through the media? 

In short, does the media enhance partisan cohesion or thwart it? Cohesive messages mean little if 

they do not reach their intended audience, and future research can benefit from using the 

procedure in this study to quickly and accurately measure cohesion among politicians and the 

media.  
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Appendix to Chapter 3. 

A. Summary Statistics of Model Variables 

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Min Max 

Message Cohesion 0.4742 0.1966 0 1 

Voted with Party 0.9191 0.2728 0 1 

Ideological Similarity -0.1044 0.0842 -0.5382 0 

Owned Issue 0.4996 0.5001 0 1 

Presidential Importance 1.4557 1.7144 0 5.2846 

Minority Party 0.4561 0.4982 0 1 

Electoral Safety 0.6992 0.1335 0.5007 1 
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